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3Zusammenfassung
Die besonderen Eigenschaften von Halbleitern verursachen eine Vielzahl
von physikalischen Effekten, die durch gezielte strukturelle oder chemische
Vera¨nderungen beeinflußt werden ko¨nnen. Diese Mo¨glichkeiten haben Forscher
von Beginn an fasziniert und zu einer bereits Jahrzehnte wa¨hrenden, intensiven
Bescha¨ftigung mit Halbleitern gefu¨hrt. Die Nutzung der verschiedenen elektri-
schen, optischen, magnetischen oder thermischen Effekte hat inzwischen zu
einer breiten Palette von technischen Anwendungen gefu¨hrt. Leistungselektro-
nik, Versta¨rker, integrierte elektronische Schaltungen in Computern und elek-
tronischen Steuerungen, Datenspeicher, Sensoren, Solarzellen, Leuchtdioden
und Halbleiterlaser haben die technischen Mo¨glichkeiten in den letzten Jahr-
zehnten stark erweitert und sind aus unserem Alltag nicht mehr wegzudenken.
Mit Herstellungsverfahren, die heute verwendet werden, kann man auf kon-
trollierte Weise Schichtstrukturen wachsen, die die Abmessungen von einer
Atomlage in Wachstumsrichtung und weniger als 100nm in lateraler Richtung
haben. Dabei stellt ∼ 100nm den aktuellen Standard der Chipproduktion dar,
experimentelle Verfahren reichen hinab bis zur Anordnung einzelner Atome
(Scanning Probe Lithographie). Wenn man zu Nanometerdistanzen u¨bergeht,
vera¨ndert sich die Physik von dem, was uns von den gro¨ßeren La¨ngenskalen her
vertraut ist, hin zu explizit quantenmechanischen Effekten. Damit sind solche
Halbleiterstrukturen auch ideal geeignet um quantenmechanische Experimente
durchzufu¨hren.
Allerdings gibt es auch ganz bekannte und makroskopisch beobachtbare Pha¨no-
mene, die nur quantenmechanisch zu erkla¨ren sind. Ein Beispiel dafu¨r ist
die Lumineszenz. Lumineszenz wird verursacht durch den spontanen U¨ber-
gang eines angeregten Elektrons in einen energetisch tiefer liegenden Zustand.
Dabei wird ein Photon emittiert, dessen Energie der Energiedifferenz des
Elektronanfangs- und -endzustands entspricht und dessen Polarisation und
Propagationsrichtung dem Zufall unterliegt. Lumineszenzmessungen geho¨ren
zu den Standardmethoden zur Ermittlung optischer Eigenschaften von Halb-
leiterstrukturen. Die Funktion der als Anzeigen und immer ha¨ufiger auch als
Lichtquellen eingesetzten Leuchtdioden beruht ebenfalls auf Lumineszenz. In
Halbleiterlasern sorgt Lumineszenz fu¨r die Emission der ersten Photonen; wenn
die Versta¨rkung die Verluste u¨bersteigt, setzt daraufhin das Lasen ein. Im La-
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serbetrieb verursacht Lumineszenz jedoch vor allem unerwu¨nschte Fluktuatio-
nen des Laserlichts und Ladungstra¨gerverluste.
Das zentrale Projekt dieser Arbeit ist eine vollsta¨ndig quantentheoretische Be-
schreibung von Lumineszenzspektren fu¨r realistische Halbleiternanoschichten.
Die besten bisher vorgestellten Methoden beschreiben entweder die elektro-
nischen Zusta¨nde nicht ausreichend, um eine quantitative U¨bereinstimmung
mit dem Experiment zu erzielen, oder sie sind nur in speziellen Situationen
anwendbar. Fu¨r die Gesamtlumineszenz werden oft sogar nur Ratengleichun-
gen verwendet, wobei die Rate gescha¨tzt oder mit aufwendigen Experimenten
bestimmt werden muss.
Fu¨r die quantenmechanische Beschreibung wird hier eine Dichtematrix-Theorie
angewendet. Damit werden Bewegungsgleichungen fu¨r mikroskopische Gro¨ßen
abgeleitet, aus denen sich das Lumineszenzspektrum berechnen la¨ßt. Die Dyna-
mik entwickelt man sozusagen in Ordnungen des Produktes aus Wechselwir-
kungssta¨rke und Wechselwirkungszeit, bzw. man trennt den Vielteilchenzu-
stand in einen Teil, der nicht-wechselwirkende Teilchen beschreibt, einen Teil,
der die Korrelationen von je zwei Teilchen beschreibt und so fort. Der Ansatz
ist zuna¨chst formal exakt, fu¨hrt aber zu einer iterativen Koppelung von Bewe-
gungsgleichungen aufgrund der großen Zahl von (Quasi-) Teilchen, die mitein-
ander wechselwirken. Diese Hierarchie von Gleichungen wird geeignet abgebro-
chen. In dem Maß, in dem die Leistungsfa¨higkeit von Computern in Folge der
Chipminiaturisierung anwa¨chst, kann man auch Gleichungen fu¨r physikalische
Observablen lo¨sen, die immer ho¨here Ordnungen von wechselwirkungsindu-
zierten Korrelationen enthalten. Dadurch ko¨nnen die Wechselwirkungen im-
mer realistischer modelliert und besser verstanden werden. Zuna¨chst widmete
sich die theoretische Halbleiteroptik vor allem der Untersuchung und Model-
lierung der starken Coulombwechselwirkung der Elektronen untereinander und
der Elektronen mit den Gitterschwingungen und den daraus folgenden Aus-
wirkungen auf optische Spektren. Die Wechselwirkung mit Licht wurde ha¨ufig
mit Hilfe eines klassischen elektrischen Feldes beschrieben. Inzwischen ru¨cken
nun zunehmend quantenoptische Fragestellungen ins Blickfeld.
Grundsa¨tzlich ist im Hamiltonoperator eines Systems und der quantisierten
Darstellung der Observablen schon die komplette Physik der Struktur und der
Messungen enthalten, das bedeutet, wenn a) der Hamiltonoperator und der
Anfangszustand hinreichend bekannt und b) die Wechselwirkungen detailiert
genug beschrieben werden, dann sagt die Theorie Erwartungswerte fu¨r Meßer-
gebnisse beliebig genau voraus. Fu¨r technische Anwendungen ist es tatsa¨chlich
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oft wu¨nschenswert, Effekte nicht nur qualitativ zu erkla¨ren, sondern auch quan-
titative Vergleiche zwischen verschiedenen Materialien oder Strukturdesigns
herzustellen.
Um den Anspruch einzulo¨sen, Lumineszenzspektren oder andere optische Ei-
genschaften spezifischer Quantenfilmstrukturen mo¨glichst genau zu modellie-
ren, werden in dieser Arbeit im ersten Schritt aus den Strukturdaten a) chemi-
sche Zusammensetzung der Schichten, b) Schichtdicken und c) der Gittertem-
peratur die elektronischen Einteilchenzusta¨nde bestimmt. Der Hamiltonopera-
tor des Systems wird anschließend nach diesen Zusta¨nden entwickelt. Die dafu¨r
verwendete k·p-Rechnung ist sehr leistungsfa¨hig, weil die Zusta¨nde nicht kom-
plett berechnet werden mu¨ssen. Vielmehr stellt diese Bandstrukturrechnung
ein systematisches Verfahren dar, wie die fu¨r den Hamiltonoperator notwendi-
gen Matrixelemente aus Symmetrieu¨berlegungen, einer kleinen Zahl bekannter
Materialkonstanten und der expliziten Beru¨cksichtigung der Schichtstruktur
gewonnen werden ko¨nnen. Wegen der Schichtstruktur der Halbleiterproben
teilt sich die Bandstruktur in Mini- oder Subba¨nder auf.
Der zweite Schritt ist die quantentheoretische Beschreibung der Lumi-
neszenz, in die die Bandstruktur eingebracht wird. Die so hergeleite-
ten Multiband-Lumineszenzgleichungen sind eine Verallgemeinerung der
Zweiband-Lumineszenzgleichungen [1]. Die Beschreibung der elektronischen
Zusta¨nde und das Niveau, auf dem die Wechselwirkungen behandelt werden,
ist analog zu den Multiband-Halbleiterblochgleichungen [2]. Die Multiband-
Gleichungen beschreiben zusa¨tzlich zum Zweiband-Fall auch die Korrelationen
zwischen den Subba¨nder von Halbleiterschichtstrukturen. Die Quantisierung
des Lichtfeldes fu¨hrt dabei auf eine allgemein anwendbare Beschreibung der
Lumineszenz. Die Halbleiterlumineszenzgleichungen ko¨nnen im Gegensatz zur
einfacheren Kubo-Martin-Schwinger Methode [3] fu¨r alle Ladungstra¨gerdich-
ten sowohl im Gleichgewicht also auch im Nichtgleichgewicht anwendet werden
und lassen sich auf die Berechnung der dynamischen zeitlichen Entwicklung der
Lumineszenz z.B. im Zusammenhang mit der Exzitonenbildung erweitern.
Einige erste Anwendungen der Multiband-Lumineszenz werden in Kapitel 3
vorgestellt. Das Multiband-Modell ist z.B. dann fu¨r ein realistisches Ergeb-
nis notwendig, wenn der genau Zusammenhang zwischen Ladungstra¨gerdich-
te und Lumineszenzintensita¨t bestimmt werden soll oder wenn die effektive
Dipolsta¨rke des untersten optischen Band-zu-Bandu¨bergangs im Vergleich zu
energetisch ho¨herliegenden so reduziert ist, dass die jeweiligen Produkte aus
Betragsquadrat der Dipolsta¨rke und den Besetzungswahrscheinlichkeiten die
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gleiche Gro¨ßenordnung annehmen.
Die numerische Umsetzung ist so gestaltet, dass auch die optische Suszepti-
bilita¨t mit Hilfe der Multiband-Halbleiterblochgleichungen berechnet werden
kann, auf Basis derselben Bandstruktur. Durch die solchermaßen konsistente
Rechnung ist der direkte Bezug zwischen Lumineszenz und Gro¨ßen wie Absorp-
tion, optischem Gewinn oder photomodulierter Reflexion zueinander gegeben
und quantitative Vergleiche verschiedener Experimente mo¨glich. Zum Beispiel
ko¨nnen mit dem einen Experiment und der dazugeho¨renden Rechnung wichtige
Strukturdaten wie U¨bergangsenergien und die von Unordnung verursachte Ver-
breiterung spektraler Linien ermittelt werden. Daraus kann dann im zweiten
Schritt ein anderes optisches Spektrum vorhergesagt werden. Dies ist beson-
ders wertvoll, wenn ein bestimmtes Spektrum experimentell nicht ohne weiteres
experimentell zuga¨nglich ist. Als Beispiel wird gezeigt, dass sich aus Lumines-
zenz Messungen bei niedriger Anregungsintensita¨t u¨ber den Zwischenschritt
des Theorie-Experiment Vergleichs das Lasergewinnspektrum berechnen la¨sstI
Desweiteren ermo¨glicht eine mikroskopische Modellierung systematische
Designstudien. Die Auswirkungen einzelner Effekte ko¨nnen isoliert und analy-
siert werden, was sonst nur durch materialaufwa¨ndige Versuchsreihen und der
nachfolgenden Interpretation der Meßergebnisse vor dem Hintergrund inein-
ander verwobener Mechanismen und von Meßunsicherheiten mo¨glich ist. Aus
der theoretischen Analyse lassen sich die relevanten Trends und die zugrun-
de liegenden Ursachen direkt ableiten. ”dilute nitrides”, III-V Halbleiter mit
einem kleinen (< 4 − 5%) Anteil Stickstoff, sind ein Beispiel, wie durch Le-
gierung immer neue Halbleitermaterialsysteme mit zum Teil unerwarteten Ei-
genschaften geschaffen werden ko¨nnen. Der Einbau des Stickstoffs sorgt dafu¨r,
dass das Leitungsband stark zum Valenzband hin verschoben wird. ”dilute
nitrides” sind vor allem fu¨r die Anwendung in Lasern und Solarzellen im Be-
reich des nahen Infrarot interessant. Bei etwa 1.55µm liegt das Da¨mpfungs-
minimum von Glasfasern fu¨r die optische Datenu¨bertragung. Deshalb mo¨chte
man einen gleichermaßen einfach herstellbaren und hocheffizienten Laser fu¨r
den Wellenla¨ngenbereich um 1.55µm haben. Da man auf GaAs hochwertige
GaAs/AlAs Braggreflektoren abscheiden kann, soll die aktive Schicht des La-
sers nicht nur bei 1.55µm emittieren, sondern zusa¨tzlich auch pseudomorph
auf GaAs wachsen. Die Materialien, die im Moment am ehesten versprechen,
diese Vorgaben zu erfu¨llen, sind gerade die ”dilute nitrides”, z.B. GaInNAs.
Die Studie in Kapitel 4 dieser Arbeit geht der Frage nach, welche Lasereigen-
schaften fu¨r GaInNAs im Bereich 1.3µm bis 1.55µm erwartet werden ko¨nnen
IDieses Beispiel wurde von [4] vorgeschlagen.
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und ob die optischen Eigenschaften im langwelligen Bereich Beschra¨nkungen
unterliegen, die sich aus der Bandstruktur ergeben. Das ist deshalb von beson-
derem Interesse, da experimentelle Strukturen fu¨r den 1.55µm Bereich heute
noch unter schlechten optischen Eigenschaften leiden wa¨hrend bei 1.3µm gute
Laser hergestellt werden ko¨nnen. Die vorgestellte Studie kann dazu beitragen,
die weiteren Arbeiten auf diesem Gebiet mo¨glichst methodisch und erfolgreich
zu machen.
Wesentliche Einschra¨nkungen der Materialeigenschaften durch die Bandstruk-
tur bei 1.55µm werden fu¨r GaInNAs QWs nicht festgestellt. Die berechne-
ten Ergebnisse zeigen, dass fu¨r 1.55µm die Grenze nach oben fu¨r die Licht-
versta¨rkung um etwa 20% tiefer liegt als bei 1.3µm, verursacht durch die
generelle Abha¨ngigkeit der Versta¨rkung von der Wellenla¨nge und von Band-
struktureffekten. Im Bereich bis zu einer Versta¨rkung von etwa 1000cm−1 sind
jedoch maßgebliche Parameter wie Schwellladungstra¨gerdichte, differentielle
Versta¨rkung oder Linewidth Enhancement Faktor sehr a¨hnlich, die Verluste
durch spontane Emission werden mit steigender Wellenla¨nge sogar geringer.
Bei einer Versta¨rkung um 1000cm−1 wird das Versta¨rkungsspektrum durch ei-
ne Ladungstra¨germodulation am wenigsten rot- oder blauverschoben und der
Linewidth Enhancement Faktor ist am niedrigsten, d.h. am besten. Der Punkt,
an dem angesichts unvermeidbarer Verluste der Pumpstrom am effizientesten
in eine Versta¨rkung von Licht umgewandelt wird liegt bei den untersuchten
Strukturen zwischen Versta¨rkungswerten von 1000cm−1 bis 2000cm−1. Aller-
dings scheinen Verluste durch Augerstreuung eine zunehmend dominierende
Rolle zu spielen, wenn man zu la¨ngeren Wellenla¨ngen u¨bergeht. Eine mikro-
skopische Modellierung der Augerverlustraten sollte diesen Punkt in Zukunft
endgu¨ltig aufkla¨ren.
Eine systematische und detailierte Modellierung verschiedener optischer Spek-
tren und der Vergleich zu Meßergebnissen hat noch einen weiteren Aspekt.
Oft ko¨nnen die Parameter, die die Bandstruktur neuer Halbleitermaterialien
beschreiben, in erster Na¨herung durch eine Interpolation zwischen den Werten
fu¨r die einzelnen Konstituenten beschrieben werden (virtual crystal approxi-
mation), fu¨r andere Materialien mu¨ssen sie jedoch durch ab-initio Rechnung,
z.B. mit Hilfe der Dichtefunktionaltheorie, oder durch Experimente ermittelt
werden. Im Experiment sind manche Gro¨ßen wie die Versetzung der Band-
kanten aufeinanderliegender Materialschichten nur schwer zuga¨nglich, da sie
zwar die Spektren beeinflussen, aber keine eindeutig interpretierbare Signa-
tur hinterlassen. Man kann die Parameter trotzdem bestimmen, wenn man sie
in der Rechnung durchspielt und das Ergebnis jeweils mit dem Experiment
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vergleicht. Wenn die Theorie das Experiment genau abbilden kann, fu¨hrt der
richtige Parameter zur U¨bereinstimmung von Rechnung und Messung. Die zu
Beginn dieser Arbeit nur ungenu¨gend bekannten Bandstrukturparameter von
GaNAs, insbesondere die Ausrichtung der Energielu¨cke von Ga1−xNxAs ge-
genu¨ber der von GaAs in Schichtstrukturen, konnten in dieser Arbeit auf die-
se Art bestimmt werden. Die Ausrichtung der Bandkanten von GaNAs bzgl.
InGaAs zeigen ein besonders interessantes Verhalten. In dieser Arbeit wird
nachgewiesen, dass ein U¨bergang von einer ra¨umlich direkten Typ I zu ei-
ner ra¨umlich indirekten Typ II Anordnung von GaNAs bezu¨glich InGaAs mit
anwachsendem Stickstoffgehalt stattfindet. In einer Typ II Struktur sind die
Bandkanten so angeordnet, dass sich die energetisch niedrigste Kante, d.h. das
Potentialminimum, fu¨r Elektronen in der einen, fu¨r Lo¨cher aber in einer an-
deren Schicht befindet. Im Quasigleichgewicht fu¨hrt das zu einer ra¨umlichen
Trennung der Ladungstra¨ger. Man erha¨lt ein anregungsabha¨ngiges elektrosta-
tisches Potential, das wiederum die elektronischen Zusta¨nde und damit auch
die optischen Eigenschaften beeinflußt. Insbesondere wird durch ein sta¨rkeres
elektrostatisches Potential die ra¨umliche U¨berschneidung der Elektron- und
Lochwellenfunktionen erho¨ht, dadurch steigt dann auch die Dipolsta¨rke opti-
scher Band-Bandu¨berga¨nge an. Der Typ I nach Typ II U¨bergang wird durch
einen umfassenden Theorie-Experiment Vergleich nachgewiesen. Fu¨r mehrere
Ga1−xNxAs/In0.23Ga0.77As/GaAs Strukturen wird dabei eine allgemeine U¨ber-
einstimmung von theoretischen und experimentellen Spektren erzielt, die pho-
tomodulierte Reflexion, Lumineszenzspektren und strahlenden Zerfall umfaßt.
Das ist deshalb bemerkenswert, da die Bandstrukturparameter und die Struk-
turcharakterisierung (Schichtdicken und -zusammensetzung, inhomogene Ver-
breiterung) und die Temperaturen vollsta¨ndig bekannt und fu¨r alle Spektren
festgelegt sind. Auch die Multiband-Gleichungen enthalten keine freien Pa-
rameter. Daraus folgt, dass die Kombination von detailierter Bandstruktur-
rechnung und mikroskopischen Gleichungen auf dem hier pra¨sentierten Niveau
automatisch zu den richtigen Spektren fu¨hrt fu¨r die hier untersuchten Situa-
tionen.
Fu¨r eine GaSbAs/InGaAs/GaAs Struktur wird gezeigt, dass eine Typ II An-
ordnung den Linewidth Enhancement Factor positiv beeinflußt. Da auch ande-
re Eigenschaften fu¨r diese Materialkombination bereits gu¨nstig beurteilt wur-
den, ko¨nnte sie ein Alternative zu GaInNAs fu¨r Laser bis 1.3µm darstellen.
Ein offensichtliches Anwendungsgebiet fu¨r eine Theorie ist die U¨berpru¨fung
bisheriger, vereinfachter Ansa¨tze. Meines Wissens nach werden in dieser Arbeit
die ersten photomodulierten Reflexionsspektren gezeigt, die mit einer mikro-
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skopischen Theorie berechnet wurden. Bisher existieren zu photomodulierter
Reflexion eher qualitative Ansa¨tze bzw. es werden zur Auswertung experimen-
teller Spektren Oszillatormodelle verwendet, die fu¨r jede im Spektrum auf-
tauchende Struktur mehrere freie Parameter enthalten, die angepaßt werden.
Deshalb war es in der Literatur bisher noch offen, welche Folgen der Modu-
lation schlußendlich das Reflexionsspektrum modifizieren. In der Diskussion
waren dabei die A¨nderung interner elektrischer Felder oder die A¨nderung der
Ladungstra¨gerdichte mit ihren Folgen auf Phasenraumfu¨llen, Abschirmung,
Coulombeffekte und Streuraten. Die Rechnungen fu¨r die hier untersuchten
Strukturen ergeben entgegen der vorherrschenden Meinung, dass die Modu-
lation der Ladungstra¨gerdichte in der aktiven Schicht entscheidend ist. Die
Modulation interner Felder, die durch Ladungen außerhalb der aktiven Schicht
verursacht werden, fu¨hrt auf Spektren, die von den gemessenen vo¨llig abwei-
chen.
Eine in experimentellen Arbeiten ha¨ufig verwendete Formel setzt die sponta-
ne Emission gleich einer konstanten Rate multipliziert mit dem Quadrat der
Ladungstra¨gerdichte. Oft wird die Formel verwendet, um im Bereich niedri-
ger Dichte die Rate B zu bestimmen und dann die spontane Emission im
Laserfall, d.h. im Zustand von Ladungstra¨gerinversion, zu extrapolieren. Die
mikroskopischen Rechnungen in Kapitel 4 und detailierter in Kapitel 5 zeich-
nen allerdings ein differenzierteres Bild, insbesondere wird B deutlich kleiner,
sobald die Ladungstra¨gerverteilung aufgrund von Phasenraumfu¨llen deutlich
von einer Boltzmannverteilung abzuweichen beginnt. Fu¨r Strukturen mit einem
Dipolmatrixelement, das von der Ladungstra¨gerdichte abha¨ngt, z.B. Typ-II-
Strukturen, u¨berlagert die A¨nderung des Dipols den Phasenraumfu¨lleffekt und
kann sogar dazu fu¨hren, dass der Koeffizient B mit der Ladungstra¨gerdichte
ansteigt.
Die vorgelegte Arbeit ist ein weiterer Schritt auf dem Weg zu einer vollsta¨ndi-
gen Modellierung von Halbleiternanoschichten. Interessante Projekte auf die-
sem Gebiet fu¨r die Zukunft sind die dynamische Entwicklung der Multiband-
Lumineszenz unter Einschluß der Ladungstra¨gerdynamik und der Einfluß
von Nichtgleichgewichts-Ladungstra¨gerverteilungen. Ein weiterer Punkt ist die
Einbeziehung von optischen Resonatoren und die Untersuchung von Einschalt-
vorga¨ngen von Lasern. Ein interessanter Aspekt fu¨r den Laserbetrieb ist die
Rolle von Fluktuationen und Rauschen. Generell wird jeder Fortschritt auf
diesem Gebiet der systematischen Modellierung dafu¨r sorgen, dass mehr und
genauere Informationen aus denselben Experimenten gezogen werden ko¨nnen
und dass computergestu¨tztes Design ein immer wirkungsvolleres Werkzeug
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wird.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The unique electronic and optical properties of semiconductors facilitate a
multitude of physical effects which can be influenced by structural and chemical
manipulation. This fascinates scientists since the first of these effects have
been discovered and led to an intense research on semiconductors that lasts
for several decades by now. The various electrical, optical, magnetic, and
thermal effects have been utilized for a huge number of technical applications.
Power electronics, amplifiers, integrated circuits for microchips in computers
and electronic controls, data storage, sensors, solar cells, light emitting diodes,
and semiconductor lasers tremendously enhanced the technical possibilities
over the last decades and have become an integral part of every day live.
Today’s fabrication methods allows one to grow semiconductor layers with
the dimensions of one monolayer in growth direction and less than 100nm in
lateral direction in a controlled way. A width of approximately 100nm is the
current industry standard for microchip production. Experimental techniques
even reach down to arranging single atoms using scanning probe lithography.
Going to nanometer distances, the physics familiar from longer scales changes
and explicitly exhibits its quantum-mechanical nature. For this reason, semi-
conductor nanostructrues are also ideally suited for quantum-mechanical ex-
periments.
There are also well known and macroscopically observable phenomena,
which can only be explained by quantum mechanics. An example is lumi-
nescence. Luminescence is caused by the spontaneous transition of an excited
electron into an energetically lower state. Simultaneously, a photon is emitted
that has an energy equal to the energetic difference of the initial and the final
state of the electron. Both, the polarization and the propagation direction of
the photon are random. Luminescence experiments are a common tool used to
investigate the optical properties of semiconductor structures. Luminescence
is utilized in light emitting diodes, that are used for displays and in increasing
3
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number as light sources, too. In semiconductor lasers, luminescence starts the
photon emission process; if the gain exceeds the losses, the photons emitted
into the laser mode(s) are subsequently amplified to a coherent beam. Dur-
ing laser operation, however, luminescence causes unwanted fluctuations of the
light and gives rise to carrier losses.
The central project of this thesis is the fully quantized description of lumi-
nescence in realistic semiconductor nanolayers. The best methods presented so
far either do not describe the electronic states sufficiently as to achieve quan-
titative agreement with experiments or they can only be applied to special
situations. Quite often, a simple rate equation is used for the total lumi-
nescence where the rate has to be estimated or is determined from laborious
experiments.
For the quantum-mechanical description a density matrix approach is ap-
plied. Equations of motion are derived for microscopic quantities used to cal-
culate the luminescence spectrum. In some sense, this method is an expansion
in powers of the product of interaction strength and interaction time. From
an alternative point of view, one separates the many body state into a part
describing non-interacting particles only, a part describing only two-particle
correlations and so on. The ansatz is formally exact, but it leads to an iter-
ative coupling of equations of motion due to the large number of interacting
(quasi-) particles. This hierarchy of equations is truncated suitably. As com-
puter capacity increases due to the miniaturization of microchips, it becomes
possible to solve the equations of motion for the measured observables un-
der inclusion of higher and higher orders of interaction induced correlations.
That way, the interaction can be modeled increasingly realistically and the
consequences are better understood. In the beginning, semiconductor optics
concentrated especially on the investigation of the strong Coulomb interaction
among electrons and between electrons and the lattice vibrations and studied
the resulting signatures in optical spectra. The light was often described by
classical electrodynamics. Over the last years, semiconductor quantum optics
has become a field of increasing interest.
Generally, the Hamiltonian, and the quantized formulation of the observ-
ables include the complete physics of the structure and the measurements.
Therefore, if the Hamiltonian and the initial preparation of the system are
known to sufficient accuracy and the particle interactions are treated in suffi-
cient detail, such a microscopic theory predicts quantitatively the expectation
value for the outcome of an experiment. The quantitative explanation of effects
is exactly what is desirable in many technical applications, e.g., to compare or
to optimize different materials or device designs.
This thesis meets the challenge to accurately model optical quantities of
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specific heterostructures in two steps. Firstly, the electronic single-particle
states are calculated from a) the chemical composition of the layers, b) their
width, and c) the lattice temperature. This states are used to expand the
Hamiltonian. The applied k ·p-band structure calculation is a powerful tool in
that it is not necessary to calculate the states completely. It is rather a system-
atic method to compute the necessary matrix elements from known symmetries
and a small number of material constants under explicit consideration of the
detailed layer structure. The layer structure of the samples causes a splitting
of the band structure into mini- or subbands.
The second step is the quantum theoretical description of the luminescence
which utilizes the band structure. The multiband luminescence equations de-
rived that way, are a generalization of the twoband luminescence equations [1].
The description of the electronic states and the level of approximation of the
interactions is analogous to the multiband semiconductor Bloch equations [2].
The multiband equations additionally describe the correlations between sub-
bands of heterostructures and contain all the states occupied by charge carriers.
The quantization of the light field provides a universally applicable descrip-
tion of luminescence. In contrast to the simpler Kubo-Martin-Schwinger re-
lation [3] the luminescence equations can be used for both, quasi-equilibrium
and non-equilibrium carrier distributions and can be extended to describe also
the temporal evolution of luminescence, e.g., in conjunction with exciton for-
mation.
The numerical implementation allows also to calculate the optical suscep-
tibility from the multiband semiconductor Bloch equations based on the same
band structure. With this systematic modeling, the relationship between lu-
minescence and spectra like absorption, gain or photomodulated reflectance is
given directly and quantitative comparisons to experiments are possible. For
example, a certain experiment to theory comparison can be used to validate
or extract important data like transition energies and disorder induced inho-
mogeneous broadening. With this knowledge it is possible to predict other
spectra. This is especially valuable, if a desired spectrum can not be measured
directly. An example is presented in chapter 3 together with basic aspects of
a multiband calculation of luminescence.
Furthermore, such a modeling enables systematic design studies. Contrary
to material consuming test series and the subtle interpretation of the exper-
imental data in the presence of interwoven effects, theoretical investigations
can separate and analyze individually all mechanisms. Relevant trends and
their origin are given directly. By alloying and improving the growth processes
novel materials are created, often with unexpected results. GaInNAs is such
an example, the material is especially interesting for lasers and solar cells in
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the near infrared. The study in chapter 4 investigates the material properties
that are important for laser operation in the 1.3µm to 1.55µm range especially
if there are constraints imposed by the band structure. This is of importance,
since experimental structures intended for lasing at 1.55µm so far suffer from
inferior optical properties while at 1.3µm good quality lasers exist.
A systematic modeling of different spectra has an additional aspect. For
many new materials the parameters characterizing the band structure or the
band alignment can be derived from averaging over the parameters of the con-
stituting binary materials. In other cases, this virtual crystal approximation
does not work and the parameters have to be derived from ab-initio compu-
tations, e.g., using density functional theory, or they have to be determined
from experiments. However, some relevant parameters are difficult to obtain
experimentally. They influence the spectra but do not leave an unambiguous
signature. This can be made visible, if one compares the experiments to the-
oretical calculations where the parameters have been systematically varied. If
the theory reproduces the experiment, the values of the parameters are tracked
down. Here, this procedure is applied to extract the band alignment of GaNAs
which belongs to the dilute nitrate material system. In particular, a type I to
type II transition with nitrogen content is demonstrated in the alignment of
GaNAs to InGaAs.
An obvious application of a theory is the verification of previous, simplified
approaches. To the authors knowledge, the first microscopic calculations for
photomodulated reflectance are presented here. So far rather phenomenolog-
ical approaches have been used. For example, to extract transition energies
from signatures in the photomodulated reflectance spectrum every single sig-
nature is fitted individually using the susceptibility of one or more oscillators
with several free parameters per oscillator. For this reason it remained an
open question in literature, which modulated quantity finally causes the spe-
cial shape of the photoreflectance spectrum. Commonly, literature attributes
the modulation to a change of the single particle energies and states due to a
modulation of internal electric fields. However, the calculations show for all
situations considered here, that the investigated photoreflectance spectra arise
from the modulation of the carrier density in the active region which changes
the phase space filling, screening etc..
Especially experimental scientists frequently use the formula that relates
the spontaneous emission to the square of the carrier density times a constant
rate. The detailed calculation in this thesis shows though, that the results of
this formula deviate from the actual values especially at high carrier densities.
Chapter 2
Hamiltonian and Equations of
Motion
The starting point for a quantum mechanical description of the light matter in-
teraction is the formulation of the system’s Hamiltonian. Crucial steps, which
in part determine how well a theoretical result matches an experiment, are a)
the inclusion of all relevant interactions, b) the degree of accuracy applied in
determining electronic states, light modes and the resulting matrix elements
when the system Hamiltonian is expanded into the states and modes. The
important steps in this derivation are given, for details the reader is referred
to textbooks or articles.
Results for optical properties are obtained with a reduced density matrix
approach. From the Hamiltonian, equations of motion for the relevant micro-
scopic expectation values are derived. However, the many particle interactions
lead to an iterative coupling of ever more complicated microscopic quantities,
a hierarchy of coupled equations. This hierarchy is truncated such that the
important physical features are maintained and the numerics remains feasible.
Following this procedure, the microscopical description of luminescence from
semiconductor nanolayers is derived.
2.1 Hamiltonian
The Hamiltonian describing the light-matter interaction in a semiconductor,
specifically in heterostructures, can be separated into several contributions.
For a textbook discussion on how this is achieved see, e.g., [5–7]. First of all,
one obtains the part describing the non-interacting light field HˆF and the part
describing free electrons in a periodic lattice Hˆkin. Then, there is the Coulomb
interaction among the charge carriers HˆC. The interaction of the light field
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and the charge carriers is described by the dipole Hamiltonian [1, 5, 6]. The
description is completed by accounting for the interaction Hˆep of electrons with
the lattice vibrations (phonons) at finite temperature which finally requires
the inclusion of the eigenenergy part of the phonons Hˆphon. Thus the total
Hamiltonian becomes
Hˆ = HˆF + Hˆphon + Hˆkin + HˆD + HˆC + Hˆep. (2.1)
The individual parts are now surveyed in more detail.
2.1.1 Light Field
The quantization of the light field is covered in many textbooks on quantum
optics. The approach followed here is presented, e.g., in [5–7]. As shown there,
it is convenient to begin the description of light in classical electrodynamics
with the introduction of the vector potential A and the scalar potential V . In
order to facilitate the subsequent quantization, the Coulomb gauge (∇·A = 0)
is adopted. In this gauge, the vector potential contains the purely transversal
part of the electric field and the scalar potential the longitudinal part. The
longitudinal part can be identified with the Coulomb potential of interacting
electrons while the transversal part describes the light. For light propagating
through a dielectric medium the Maxwell equations yield the wave equation[
∇2 − n
2(r)
c2
∂2
∂t2
]
A(r, t) = 0. (2.2)
For single or multiple QW structures with dielectric barriers considered here,
n(r) is the constant background refractive index of the layer where r is located
in.
The wave equation (2.2) can be solved in terms of the eigenmodes Uqσ
characterized by wave vector q and the mode polarization σ. In the geome-
tries studied here, the modes can be separated into a component along the
nanolayer and a component perpendicular to the nanolayers. To facilitate the
formulation, the position vector r is decomposed into a vector perpendicular
to the nanolayers r⊥ and a vector parallel to the layers r‖, i.e., r = r⊥ + r‖.
With this, one obtains
Uqσ(r) = uσq(r⊥)S−1eiq‖·r‖ . (2.3)
According to the separation of the mode functions, the wave vector q has also
been decomposed into a vector perpendicular to the heterostructure layers and
a vector parallel to it. S is the quantization length parallel to the layers.
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The quantization procedure for the vector field comes down to expanding
A in the eigenmodes Uqσ and formally replacing the expansion coefficients by
the operators bˆq (bˆ
†
q) which annihilate (create) an excitation in mode Uqσ, i.e.,
a photon
Aˆ(r, t) =
∑
qσ
Eq
ωq
S−1
[
uσq(r⊥)e
iq‖·r‖ bˆq(t) + h.c.
]
, (2.4)
bˆq and bˆ
†
q obey the Bosonic commutation relations. The value of the vacuum
field amplitude Eq, is fixed by the quantization procedure
Eq =
√
~ωq
2ǫ0
, (2.5)
with ωq being the light frequency and ǫ0 being the dielectric constant of the
vacuum. The transversal electric field and the magnetic induction are given
by
EˆT = −∂Aˆ
∂t
(2.6)
Bˆ = ∇× Aˆ, (2.7)
where − ∂
∂t
bˆq is determined by the fact, that Aˆ fulfills the wave equation (2.2).
With the expressions (2.6) and (2.7) the energy of free photons in second
quantization is obtained from
HˆF =
ǫ0
2
∫
d3r
[
n2(z)Eˆ2T(r, t) + c
2Bˆ2(r, t)
]
=
∑
σq
~ωq
(
bˆ†σqbˆσq +
1
2
)
. (2.8)
2.1.2 Electronic System
The electronic parts of the Hamiltonian are expanded in the eigenstates of a
single electron in the semiconductor heterostructure. That way the influence
of the crystal environment is included in a convenient way into the quantum
mechanical description. The approach has very successfully been utilized in
the past and is described in detail, e.g., in [1,7,8]. The approach here also uses
realistic states [2, 7] and eigenenergies originating from a k · p band structure
calculation; it is not limited to the two-band model Hamiltonian often used in
basic studies of the dynamics of correlations.
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Following Bloch’s theorem [7, 9–11] I the eigenstate of a single electron in
an ordered bulk crystal is
φBnk(r) = L−
3
2 eikrwn,k(r), (2.9)
where L is the quantization length of the system, n indicates the band (e.g.
heavy hole band), the Bloch functions wn(r) are lattice periodic. Valid values
(quantum numbers) for wave vector k are determined by the periodic boundary
conditions, the values are limited to the first Brillouin zone.
For semiconductor heterostructures, the envelope approximation [12–14],
which distinguishes between the potential fluctuations within a crystal unit
cell and the coarse fluctuations superimposed by the heterostructure, provides
a framework to expand the quantum well (QW) electron eigenfunctions in the
bulk wave functions (2.9)
φQWνk‖ (r) = L−1eik‖r
∑
n
ξνk‖,n,R⊥wn,k0(r), (2.10)
where a k·p expansion around k0 = 0 is assumed. The method to calculate the
φQWνk‖ (r) is reviewed in chapter 3. k‖ is the in-plane crystal momentum of the
state, R⊥ is a lattice point in r⊥ direction. It is part of the mentioned envelope
approximation to assume that the expansion coefficient ξνk‖,n,R⊥ varies on the
scale of R⊥. Note that both the subband index ν for the QW states |φQWνk‖ 〉 as
well as the band index n in the bulk states |wnk0〉 include the spin.
Using the quantum well states (2.10) to describe the kinetic energy of the
electrons and the interaction of the electrons with the lattice potential, the
Hamiltonian reads in second quantized form
Hˆkin =
∑
σ
∫
d3r ψˆ†σ(r)
[
−~
2∇2
2m0
+ U(r)
]
ψˆσ(r) =
∑
νk‖
ǫνk‖ aˆ
†
νk‖
aˆνk‖ , (2.11)
where ψˆ†σ(r) (ψˆσ(r)) is the field creation (annihilation) operator with spin index
σ. The operator aˆ†νk‖ (aˆνk‖) creates (annihilates) an electron in the subband ν
and with crystal momentum k‖. These operators fulfill the Fermionic (anti-)
commutation relations. The eigenenergies ǫνk‖ are obtained by solving the k·p
band structure Hamiltonian.
One of the benefits of the Coulomb gauge used for the electrodynamic po-
tentials, see chapter 2.1.1, is the straight forward description of the electron-
IThe Bloch theorem requires translational symmetry which can be ensured in a strict
mathematical sense by assuming either an infinite extension of the crystal or periodic bound-
ary conditions. For a physical system, this amounts to neglecting surface effects.
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electron interaction via the Coulomb potential. The Hamiltonian is also writ-
ten in second quantized form with the help of the one-electron eigenfunc-
tions (2.10)
HˆC =
e2
8πǫ0
∑
σσ′
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′ ψˆ†σ(r)ψˆ
†
σ′(r
′)
1
|r− r′|ψˆσ′(r
′)ψˆσ(r)
=
1
2
∑
µνλι
k‖,k
′
‖
,k′′
‖
6=0
V µνλι
k′′
‖
aˆ†
µk‖+k
′′
‖
aˆ†
νk′
‖
−k′′
‖
aˆλk′
‖
aˆιk‖ . (2.12)
HˆC contains the QW matrix element of the Coulomb potential [7,15–17] whose
strength is in between the one for a pure 2D and a pure 3D system.
2.1.3 Light - Matter Interaction
The light matter Hamiltonian is obtained following the steps presented, e.g.,
in [5, 6] and it is generalized here to the multiband states for realistic het-
erostructures. The Hamiltonian for electrons in a transverse electromagnetic
field can be transformed such that one regains the Hamiltonian (2.11) and
(2.12). The relevant interaction of photons and electrons is then provided by
the dipole interaction [1],
HˆD =
∫
d3r ψˆ†(r)er · 1
ǫ0
Dˆ(r)ψˆ(r), (2.13)
with the electric displacement field
1
ǫ0
Dˆ(r) =
∑
σq
iEqS−1
[
eiq‖·r uσq(r⊥) bˆσq − h.c.
]
, (2.14)
where e represents the positive unit charge. Expanded into the QW states,
HˆD takes the form
HˆD = −i
∑
σqνλk‖
[
EqQσq,k‖,νλ bˆσqaˆ†νk‖ aˆλk‖−q‖ − h.c.
]
. (2.15)
The effective dipole interaction matrix element Qσq,k‖,νλ is
Qσq,k‖,νλ =
∫
d3r φQW∗νk‖ (r)erφ
QW
λk′‖
(r) ·Uqσ(r)
≈ δ(k‖ − k′‖ − q‖)uQWσq · dνλk‖ . (2.16)
For the systems under investigation here, Qσq,k‖,νλ vanishes if ν and λ belong
to the same sort of band, e.g., if ν and λ are both conduction subbands. For
a detailed derivation, see appendix A or [12–14].
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2.1.4 Lattice Vibrations
In general, at finite temperature the ions move around their equilibrium po-
sition. This movement leads to yet another interaction experienced by the
electrons. The vibrations of the ions are described by collective modes, the
phonons. The quantum mechanical description of phonons shown here follows
the approach from, e.g., [7, 11, 18].
The general solution for the deviation ym,s of the ion with basis index s
on the lattice site labeled by m from its equilibrium position into coordinate
direction j is
ym,s,j(t) =
1√
NMs
∑
ϑ,p
Q˜ϑ(p)Cϑ,s,j(p)ei(p·Rm−ωϑ(p)t). (2.17)
N is the number of unit cells, Ms is the mass of an s-ion, p is a vector of the
first Brillouin zone, ωϑ(p) is the phonon oscillation frequency. The quantum
number for the type of excitation, e.g., longitudinal or transversal phonons, is
denoted ϑ, which also determines the polarization vector (Cϑ,s,1, Cϑ,s,2, Cϑ,s,3).
The time dependence e−iωϑ(p)t and the coefficient Q˜ϑ(p) are lumped into
Qϑ(p, t), the normal-coordinate which describes a collective excitation
Qϑ(p, t) =
1√
N
∑
m,s,i
√
Msym,s,i(t)C∗ϑ,s,i(p)e−ip·R
m
. (2.18)
The normal-coordinate is the starting point for the second quantization
procedure
Qˆϑ(p, t) =
√
~
2ωϑ(p)
(
Dˆϑ,p + Dˆ
†
ϑ,−p
)
(2.19)
Πˆϑ(p, t) = iωϑ(p)
√
~
2ωϑ(p)
(
−Dˆϑ,−p + Dˆ†ϑ,p
)
. (2.20)
to quantize the classical Hamiltonian function describing the energy stored in
the lattice vibrations
Hphon =
∑
ϑ,p
(
Π∗ϑ(p, t)Πϑ(p, t) + ω
2
ϑ(p)Q
∗
ϑ(p, t)Qϑ(p, t)
)
, (2.21)
which leads to the Hamiltonian
Hˆphon =
∑
ϑ,p
~ωϑ(p)(Dˆ
†
ϑ,pDˆϑ,p +
1
2
). (2.22)
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Dˆ†ϑ,p (Dˆϑ,p) describes the emission (absorption) of a phonon of type ϑ and wave
vector p. The phonon operators Dˆ†ϑ,p and Dˆϑ,p obey Bosonic commutation
relations. Πϑ(p, t) is the canonical momentum of Qϑ(p, t).
In polar crystals like III-V semiconductors the longitudinal optical phonons
give rise to a dipole field that interacts with the electrons. The Hamiltonian
for the dipole interaction is
Hˆep =
∑
σ
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′ eψˆ†σ(r)ψˆσ(r)
r− r′
|r− r′|3 Dˆ(r
′)
=
∑
σ
∫
d3r
∫
d3r′ ψˆ†σ(r)ψˆσ(r)
e
|r− r′|
(
−∇r′ · Dˆ(r′)
)
, (2.23)
where a partial integration is performed to obtain the second expression and
r′ is identified with the lattice site R. The dipole density Dˆ(R) is derived from
the displacement (2.17) according to [11, 19, 20]
Dˆ(R) =
∑
s
1√
NMs
∑
ϑ,p
γ˜−
1
2Qϑ(p)Cϑ,s(p)eip·R
= (L)− 32
∑
s
∑
ϑ,p
γ−
1
2Qϑ(p)Cϑ,s(p)eip·R. (2.24)
Only modes ϑ with a polarization Cϑ,s in the direction of p (longitudinal
phonons) are taken into account, transversal phonons do not contribute due
to the divergence in equation (2.23). This is indicated by replacing ϑ with LO
in the following. The parameter γ [7, 11, 19, 20] is given by
γ =
ω2LO(p)
ǫ0
( 1
ǫ∞
− 1
ǫ
)
, (2.25)
where ǫ∞ and ǫ are the dielectric constants in the high and the low frequency
limits respectively. Taking the divergence in equation (2.24) and expanding the
result into the electronic states, one obtains the final form of the Hamiltonian
Hˆep =
∑
νk‖p
Tk‖p,LO(DˆLOp + Dˆ
†
LO,−p)aˆ
†
νk‖+p‖
aˆνk‖ . (2.26)
The matrix element Tk‖p,LO is given by
T 2k‖p‖LO =
∫
dp⊥
e2
ǫ0ǫLindA(p
2
‖ + p
2
⊥)
( 1
ǫ∞
− 1
ǫ0
)
~ωLO,p
2
, (2.27)
where ǫLind is the dielectric function given by the static Lindhard formula. The
Hamiltonian (2.26) is usually called the Fro¨hlich electron-LO-phonon coupling.
The phonon frequency is approximated by a constant value ωLO(p) ≈ ωLO.
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2.2 Equations of Motion for Multiband Lumi-
nescence
In the Heisenberg picture, the time dependence of the system is included into
the operators, while the state of the system (= initial state) is time inde-
pendent. The Heisenberg equation connects the time evolution of a quantum
mechanical operator Gˆ to the system Hamiltonian
i~
∂
∂t
Gˆ = [Gˆ, Hˆ]. (2.28)
Formally taking the expectation value of equation (2.28) leads to an ordi-
nary differential equation (equation of motion) for the complex function 〈Gˆ〉.
The time evolution of 〈Gˆ〉 in general depends on various other expectation
values {〈Gˆ′〉} because the commutation of Gˆ and Hˆ yields other operators.
A simple operator is aˆ†νk‖ aˆνk‖ which describes the occupation probability
of QW state |νk‖〉. Commutating with the Coulomb Hamiltonian and taking
the expectation value leads to
i~
∂
∂t
〈aˆ†νk‖ aˆνk‖〉 =
∑
λµιk′‖q‖
[
(Vλµνιq‖ − Vλµινq‖)〈aˆ†λk‖+q‖ aˆ
†
µk′
‖
−q‖
aˆιk′
‖
aˆνk‖〉
(Vνλµιq‖ − Vλνµιq‖)〈aˆ†νk‖ aˆ
†
λk′
‖
−q‖
aˆµk′
‖
aˆιk‖−q‖〉
]
. (2.29)
The example demonstrates the coupling of one particle quantities like
〈aˆ†νk‖ aˆνk‖〉 to the expectation values of two-particle operators. Generally, the
equation of motion couples a n-particle quantity to (n + 1)-particle quanti-
ties whenever the Hamiltonian includes the interaction between two particles.
This is the hierarchy problem of many body quantum mechanics. In general
the coupled equations become closed with the inclusion of N -particle quan-
tities where N is the total number of particles in the system. It is neither
feasible nor necessary to solve all orders of the hierarchy for a semiconductor
heterostructure. Instead, the hierarchy is truncated such that one obtains a
closed set of coupled equations for those relevant quantities that influence the
final result.
2.2.1 Cluster Expansion
From now on the ˆ will be dropped in writing quantum mechanical operators
in order to obtain a more compact representation. The truncation scheme
applied here to the hierarchy of equations is based on the cluster expansion,
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which has been used in quantum chemistry [21–24] as well as in semiconductor
optics [1]. The main idea is the decomposition of a n-particle quantity into
single particle expectation values and correlations
〈O1O2〉 = 〈O1〉〈O2〉+∆〈O1O2〉, (2.30)
〈O1O2O3〉 = 〈O1〉〈O2〉〈O3〉
+〈O1〉∆〈O2O3〉+ 〈O2〉∆〈O1O3〉+ 〈O3〉∆〈O2O3〉
+∆〈O1O2O3〉, (2.31)
. . .
where 〈O1〉 is denoted as a singlet term, ∆〈O1O2〉 is a correlated doublet and
so on. The equations are both, a rule for the decomposition and they define
the correlations ∆〈. . .〉. Higher order correlations are defined recursively. The
decomposition contains any possible partition of the operators with the rules:
1) The overall sign of a product is determined by the number of permutations
of Fermionic operators necessary to disentangle overlapping correlations. 2)
Only correlations with an equal number of Fermionic creation and annihilation
operators occur, assuming conservation of the number of Fermions in the initial
statistical operator and the Hamiltonian.
The equations of motion are rewritten in terms of the single particle quan-
tities and the correlations ∆〈. . .〉. This does not yet simplify the equations,
but now a systematic truncation is possible. If a calculation up to order n is
desired, one just neglects all correlations of order n + 1 and obtains a closed
set of coupled ordinary differential equations. The procedure works without
ambiguities on any order of the hierarchy. It is the best possible approximation
for the one-particle distribution function and allows for the inclusion of initial
correlations up to order n [24].
Applying equation (2.30) to fermions, one obtains
〈aˆ†1aˆ†2aˆ3aˆ4〉 = ∆〈aˆ†1aˆ†2aˆ3aˆ4〉+ 〈aˆ†1aˆ4〉〈aˆ†2aˆ3〉 − 〈aˆ†1aˆ4〉〈aˆ†1aˆ3〉. (2.32)
The anticommutation relation for Fermionic operators leads to 〈aˆ†1aˆ2〉 = δ12 −
〈aˆ2aˆ†1〉, while correlations simply anticommute
∆〈· · · aˆ†1aˆ2 · · ·〉 = −∆〈· · · aˆ2aˆ†1 · · ·〉. (2.33)
For a more complete description of the cluster expansion the reader is referred
to [25–27]. The cluster expansion is a powerful tool to derive equations of
motion, e.g., it produces the general forms of the semiconductor Bloch equa-
tions [7] and the semiconductor luminescence equations [1, 28, 29].
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2.2.2 Multiband Semiconductor Luminescence equa-
tions
The aim of this work is the realistic modeling of optical properties of semi-
conductor heterostructures. To achieve this goal, the QW electronic energies
and states are computed using k · p-theory. The additional boundary con-
ditions of the QW-structure lead to a splitting of energy bands into several
mini- or subbands indexed by ν in equation (2.10). While the multi- (sub-)
band equations for the optical susceptibility, i.e., the multi-band semiconduc-
tor Bloch equations, have already been published elsewhere [2,30,31], this work
adds the corresponding multiband luminescence equations. Luminescence is
the prominent feature obtained when the light field is quantized compared to
a semiclassical formulation.
The equations here are adapted to incoherent situations following either
incoherent excitation or after the coherent excitations have dephased. The
reason is as follows: following an optical excitation, coherent polarizations
in semiconductor heterostructures decay on a picosecond timescale due to a)
dephasing because of Coulomb scattering between the excitations [17, 32], b)
scattering with phonons [7,33,34], and c) finite radiative lifetime [35–37]. Typ-
ically, the carrier densities and incoherent correlations survive and continue
their dynamics on a much longer timescale, i.e., nanoseconds.
Assuming steady state conditions and a detector with an infinite energy
resolution, the luminescence spectrum is given by the rate of spontaneously
emitted photons [1]
Sσ(ωq) =
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉, (2.34)
∆〈b†σqbσq〉 gives the pure spontaneous emission contribution to the field in-
tensity compared to 〈b†σq〉, which gives the quantized version of the classical
coherent field. From the light matter interaction Hamiltonian, the right hand
side of equation (2.34) is readily given by
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉 =
2
~SRe
[ ∑
ν,n,k‖
EqQ∗σqk‖nν∆〈b†σqa
†
νk‖−q‖
ank‖〉
]
, (2.35)
where the sum runs over two subband indices ν and n and the in-plane carrier
momentum k‖. The processes ∆〈b†σqa†νk‖−q‖ank‖〉 are called photon-assisted
polarizations or photon-assisted transition amplitudes in the following. The
expression (2.35) is a generalization of the two-band luminescence discussed
in [1]. Note that also Latin characters are used to label QW subbands, no
bulk band indices occur in the equations of this section. The microscopic
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quantities become more comprehensible, if one replaces the general electron
creation (annihilation) operator a† (a) by v† (v) in all cases where a valence
band electron is created (annihilated) or by c† (c) wherever an conduction
band electron is created (annihilated). According to this replacement, subband
indices are also specified whether they run over valence bands only (ν → hν)
or whether they run exclusively over conduction bands (ν → cν). Exceptions
are stated explicitly.
Photon-assisted polarizations of the form ∆〈b†v†c〉 where an electron from
the conduction band makes a spontaneous transition into the valence band
under simultaneous emission of a photon, are at resonance with the light fre-
quency while those of the form ∆〈b†c†v〉 rotate at ω + (ǫc − ǫv)/~, which is
about twice the light frequency. Neglecting the small non-resonant contribu-
tions (rotating wave approximation), equation (2.35) becomes
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉 =
2
~SRe
[ ∑
hν ,cn,k‖
EqQ∗σqk‖nν∆〈b†σqv
†
νk‖−q‖
cnk‖〉
]
, (2.36)
where the number of subband summations has been reduced in comparison
to (2.35). If one considers the change of the electron occupation numbers
f cnk‖ = 〈c
†
nk‖
cnk‖〉 due to spontaneous emission, one obtains
∂
∂t
f cnk‖ = −
2
~SRe
[∑
σqhν
EqQ∗σqk‖nν∆〈b†σqv
†
νk‖−q‖
cnk‖〉
]
, (2.37)
which describes the recombination into all available valence subbands ν. The
total electron density ρ changes with time as
∂
∂t
ρ =
∂
∂t
∑
cnk‖
f cnk‖
∂
∂t
ρ = − 2
~SRe
[∑
cnk‖
∑
σqhν
EqQ∗σqk‖nν∆〈b†σqv
†
νk‖−q‖
cnk‖〉
]
= − ∂
∂t
∑
σq
∆〈b†σqbσq〉. (2.38)
This relation shows that the number of photons emitted per time interval due
to spontaneous emission equals the number of recombined carriers. Equiva-
lently one obtains
∂
∂t
∑
hnk‖
fhnk‖ =
∂
∂t
∑
cνk‖
f cνk‖ . (2.39)
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for the hole occupation probabilities fhnk‖ = 1− 〈v
†
n −k‖
vn−k‖〉.
In order to calculate the luminescence finally the equations of motion for
the photon-assisted polarizations have to be solved, the semiconductor lumi-
nescence equation which were first derived in [1]. Here the generalization to
the multiband situation results in
i~
d
dt
∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖cnk‖〉 =
(ǫνk‖−q‖ + ǫnk‖ − ~ωq)∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖cnk‖〉
−
{∑
cn2
∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖cn2k‖〉
∑
cn3k
′
‖
V nn3n2n3
k‖−k
′
‖
f cn3k′‖
−
∑
hν2
∆〈b†σqv†ν2k‖−q‖cnk‖〉
∑
hν3k
′
‖
V ν3ν2ν3ν
k‖−q‖−k
′
‖
fhν3k′‖
}
1
−
∑
k′
‖
(
Λhν,k‖,k′‖
+ Λen,k‖,k′‖
)
∆〈b†σqv†νk′
‖
−q‖
cnk′
‖
〉
−
∑
k′
‖
(
Γhν,k‖,k′‖
+ Γen,k‖,k′‖
)
∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖+k′‖cnk‖+k′‖〉
−
(
1− f cnk‖ − fhνk‖−q‖
){
ΩSTσqνnk‖ +
∑
hν2hn2k
′
‖
V nn3n2n3
k‖−k
′
‖
〈b†σqv†ν2k′‖−q‖cn2k′‖〉
}
2
−Eq
{
Qσqk‖nνf cn,k‖fhν,k‖−q‖
+
∑
cν2hn2k
′
‖
Qσqk′
‖
n2ν2∆〈c†ν2k′‖v
†
νk‖−q‖
cnk‖vn2k′‖−q‖〉
}
3
. (2.40)
The terms inside {}3 are the source terms for the luminescence. The singlet
term ∝ f cn,k‖fhν,k‖−q‖ leads to the build up of photon-assisted polarizations as
soon as there are excited carriers in the system. The strength of the source
depends also strongly on the generalized dipole matrix element Qσqk‖nν , i.e.
if the symmetries of the hole state |νk‖ − q‖〉 and the electron state |nk‖〉
are such that they have a strong dipole matrix element and if the light mode
does not vanish at the QW. It should be kept in mind, that the absolute value
of the photon momentum q . Egnb/(~c) is in general small compared to a
typical electron momentum. In this formula, Eg denotes the gap energy, nb is
the background refractive index and c the vacuum velocity of light.
The excitonic correlations ∆〈c†
ν2k
′
‖
v†νk‖−q‖cnk‖vn2k′‖−q‖〉 ensure the correct
lineshape of the luminescence spectrum; their equation of motion is derived
later. The contributions within {}2 describe a generalized photon-assisted Rabi
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frequency [1] with a stimulated term
ΩSTσqνnk‖ = i
∑
q′
EqQσq′k‖nν∆〈b†σqbσq′〉, (2.41)
which is given by the correlated contributions to the field intensity ∆〈b†σqbσq′〉.
Since this work focuses on structures that do not support the build up of
strong fields, like, e.g., cavities ΩSTσqνnk‖ is neglected. The part within {}1
is the generalization of the energy renormalizations obtained for a two-band
description. The remaining terms ∝ Λ and ∝ Γ are the scattering contribu-
tions due to carrier-carrier scattering and carrier-phonon scattering, respec-
tively. Using Λ as an example, the origin of the scattering terms is the fol-
lowing: The semiconductor luminescence equation is coupled to higher order
correlations like ∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖a
†
ν2k
′
‖
ank′
‖
+k2‖an2k‖−k2‖〉. In the next step, one
derives the equations of motion for such three-particle quantities but con-
siders only Hkin and HC. These equations are further simplified by keeping
only one- and two-particle terms. In the incoherent regime, eventually only
terms remain that are proportional to ∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖+k′‖cnk‖+k′‖〉 and products
of carrier occupation numbers [1]. In the last step memory effects are ne-
glected (Markov approximation). Then one obtains an algebraic expression
for ∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖a
†
ν2k
′
‖
ank′
‖
+k2‖an2k‖−k2‖〉, which is determined by the instanta-
neous values of the carrier occupation numbers and photon-assisted polariza-
tions. The expressions for terms like ∆〈b†σqv†νk‖−q‖a
†
ν2k
′
‖
ank′
‖
+k2‖an2k‖−k2‖〉 are
substituted back into the semiconductor luminescence equation, the resulting
terms are collected and expressed in terms of scattering matrices [1]
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Λh,eν,k‖,k‖ = −
∑
λk2‖k3‖
(
2|V˜ νλλνk3‖−k‖|2 − δνλV˜ νλλνk3‖−k‖V˜ λλλλk3‖−k2‖
) 1
Ed + i~γ
×
[
f ννk3‖f
λ
λk2‖−k3‖+k‖
(1− fλλk2‖)
+(1− f ννk3‖)(1− fλλk2‖−k3‖+k‖)fλλk2‖
]
, (2.42)
Λh,e
ν,k‖,k
′
‖
=
∑
λk2‖
(
2|V˜ νλλνk′
‖
−k‖
|2 − δνλV˜ νλλνk′
‖
−k‖
V˜ λλλλk′
‖
−k2‖
) 1
Eoffd + i~γ
×
[
f ννk‖f
λ
λk2‖
(1− fλλk2‖−k′‖+k‖)
+(1− f ννk‖)(1− fλλk2‖)fλλk2‖−k′‖+k‖
]
, (2.43)
where λ runs over all conduction and valence subbands, V˜ is the screened
Coulomb matrix element. The screening is given by the static Lindhard for-
mula, for a textbook discussion see, e.g., [7]. The subband summations over
Coulomb matrix elements other than V νλλν are neglected assuming intra-band
scattering to be much more effective than inter-band scattering. In this form
of the scattering rates (2.43) a pure exchange term has been neglected because
it gives only minor corrections at higher carrier densities close to laser condi-
tions. The γ appearing in the generalized Heitler-Zeta function (Eoffd+ i~γ)−1
accounts for the dephasing due to higher order correlations. For the case of
the semiconductor Bloch equations used to calculate gain spectra, it has been
shown that the spectra are almost completely independent of the value of γ [2].
The energy differences Ed and Eoffd are given by
Ed = (ǫνk‖ − ǫνk3‖ + ǫλk2‖ − ǫλk2‖−k3‖+k‖)
Eoffd = (ǫνk′
‖
− ǫνk‖ − ǫλk2‖ + ǫλk2‖−k′‖+k‖). (2.44)
Analogous to the Coulombic scattering rates the electron phonon scattering
rates are obtained
Γh,eν,k‖,k‖ = −
∑
k2‖
T 2νk‖−k2‖
[(
1− f ννk2‖
)
nk‖−k2‖ + f
ν
νk2‖
(
1 + nk‖−k2‖
)]
× 1
ǫνk‖ − ǫνk2‖ + ~ωk‖−k2‖ + i~γ
+
[(
1− f ννk2‖
)(
1 + nk‖−k2‖
)
+ f ννk2‖nk‖−k2‖
]
× 1
ǫνk‖ − ǫνk2‖ − ~ωk‖−k2‖ + i~γ
}
(2.45)
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Γh,e
ν,k‖,k
′
‖
= T 2νk‖−k′‖
{[(
1− f ννk‖
)
nk‖−k′‖ + f
ν
νk‖
(
1− nk‖−k′‖
)]
× 1−ǫνk‖ + ǫνk′‖ + ~ωk‖−k′‖ + i~γ
+
[(
1− f ννk‖
)(
1 + nk‖−k′‖
)
+ f ννk‖nk‖−k′‖
]
× 1−ǫνk‖ + ǫνk′‖ − ~ωk‖−k′‖ + i~γ
}
. (2.46)
The occupation probability of the phonons np = 〈D†LOpDLOp〉 is given by a
Bose distribution at lattice temperature, i.e., the phonon system is treated as
a bath. It should be kept in mind, that the dispersion of the LO-phonon is
replaced by an effective frequency ωLO(p) ≈ ωLO. The dephasing constant γ
is identical to the one used in the electron-electron scattering rates.
The excitonic correlations ∆〈c†
ν2k
′
‖
v†νk‖−q‖cnk‖vn2k′‖−q‖〉 appearing in equa-
tion (2.40) contain the correlated electron-hole plasma and in principle also
bound excitons [26, 27]. The correlated plasma part of the excitonic corre-
lations builds up on a picosecond timescale [26]. Bound excitons form very
slowly via phonon scattering from the electron-hole plasma and once they are
formed, they decay quickly due to spontaneous emission [26,27]. In particular,
for the elevated carrier densities and temperatures considered in this thesis,
there are practically no bound excitons present. The equation of motion for
the excitonic correlations are derived similar to the derivation of the scatter-
ing rates, the Hamiltonian is restricted to Hkin +HC +Hep. Neglecting HD is
justified, since the decay of carrier densities via spontaneous emission occurs
on a nanosecond scale, which is much slower than the build up of excitonic
correlations. It is therefore a good approximation to assume that the excitonic
correlations are in a quasi-equilibrium state with the carriers for the incoherent
conditions considered here. From now on the ‖ is dropped in order to obtain
more concise formulas. That way one obtains
i~
∂
∂t
∆〈c†µk′v†γkcmk+qvgk′−q〉 =
E
cµvγcmvg
k′kq + S
cµvγcmvg
k′kq +M
cµvγcmvg
k′kq +O
cµvγcmvg
k′kq . (2.47)
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The first contribution, E
cµvγcmvg
k′kq is the generalized renormalized eigenen-
ergy
E
cµvγcmvg
k′kq =(−ǫcµk′ + ǫcmk+q + ǫhγk − ǫhgk′−q)∆〈c†µk′v†γkcmk+qhgk′−q〉
+
{∑
cλk3
f cλk3
(∑
cλ2
(V
cλcλ2cλcµ
k′−k3
∆〈c†λ2k′v†γkcmk+qvgk′−q〉
−
∑
cλ2
V
cmcλcλ2cλ
k+q−k3
∆〈c†µk′v†γkcλ2k+qvλ2k′−q〉
)
−
∑
hλk3
fhλk3
(∑
hλ2
V
hλhλ2hλhγ
k−k3
∆〈c†µk′v†λ2kcmk+qvgk′−q〉
−
∑
hλ2
V
hghλhλ2hλ
k′−q−k3
∆〈c†µk′v†γkcmk+qvλ2k′−q〉
)}
. (2.48)
The next term, S
cµvγcmvg
k′kq contains the sources of the excitonic correlations
S
cµvγcmvg
k′kq ={∑
k3
V
cmhghγcµ
k′−k−q
[
fhγkf
c
mk+q(1− fhgk′−q)(1− f cµk′)
−(1− fhγk)(1− f cmk+q)fhgk′−qf cµk′
]}
4
+
{(
f cmk+q − f cµk′
)
×
∑
hλhλ2
V
cmhλhλ2cµ
k+q−k′
∑
k3
∆〈v†λk3v†γkvgk′−qvλ2k+k3−k′+q〉
+
(
fhgk′−q − fhγk
)
×
∑
hλhλ2
V
hgcλcλ2hγ
k+q−k′
∑
k3
∆〈c†µk′c†λk3cmk+qcλ2k′+k3−k−q〉
}
5
. (2.49)
The fully factorized singlet contributions inside {}4 contribute strongly at all
carrier densities [38]. The electron ∆〈c†c†cc〉 and hole correlations ∆〈v†v†vv〉
appearing within {}5 are neglected so as to close the set of equations.
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M
cµvγcmvg
k′kq gives the homogeneous part of the coupled equations for the
excitonic correlations
M
cµvγcmvg
k′kq ={(
1− f cµk′ − fhgk′−q
) ∑
cλhλ2k3
V
hgcλcµhλ2
k′−q−k3
∆〈c†λk3v†γkcmk+qvλ2k3−q〉
− (1− f cmk+q − fhγk) ∑
cλhλ2k3
V
cmhλ2hγcλ
k−k3
∆〈c†µk′v†λ2k3cλk3+qvgk′−q〉
}
6
+
{(
f cmk+q − fhgk−q
) ∑
cλhλ2k3
V
hgcmcλhλ2
k′−q−k3
∆〈c†µk′v†γkcλk+k′−k3vλ2k3〉
− (f cµk′ − fhγk) ∑
cλhλ2k3
V
cλhλ2hγcµ
k′−k3
∆〈c†λk3v†λ2k′−k3+kcmk+qvgk′−q〉
}
7
+
{(
f cmk+q − f cµk′
) ∑
cλcλ2k3
(
V
cmcλcµcλ2
k−k3
− V cmcλcλ2cµk+q−k′
)
×∆〈c†λk3v†γkcλ2k+k3−k′+qvgk′−q〉
+
(
fhgk′−q − fhγk
) ∑
hλhλ2k3
(
V
hghλhλ2hγ
k+q−k′ − V
hghλhγhλ2
k−k3
)
×∆〈c†µk′v†λk3cmk+qvλ2k′+k3−k−q〉
}
8
. (2.50)
The terms within {}6 give the main sum of the homogeneous part. For low
carrier density this part dominates the other terms due to the (1− f c − fh)-
factor [38]. In the numerical evaluation, only this main part is included.
The last contribution of equation (2.47) contains the scattering terms
O
cµvγcmvg
k′kq =
−2
∑
k3
((
Λhg,k′,k3
)∗
+
(
Λcµ,k′,k3
)∗
+
(
Γhg,k′,k3
)∗
+
(
Γcµ,k′,k3
)∗)
×∆〈c†µk3v†γkcmk+qvgk3−q〉
−2
∑
k3
(
Λhγ,k,k3 + Λ
c
m,k,k3
+ Γhγ,k,k3 + Γ
c
m,k,k3
)
×∆〈c†µk′v†γk3cmk3+qvgk′−q〉. (2.51)
This form ofO
cµvγcmvg
k′kq , with the scattering rates known from the semiconductor
luminescence equation, is obtained by repeating the steps of the second Born,
Markov formalism. The complete sum of scattering terms is further simplified
to obtain the form of (2.51) by including only the direct triplet terms and
neglecting the exchange terms for the ∆〈P †kPk′〉 dynamics, where Pk = v†kck.
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That way, the scattering terms in both the luminescence equation (2.40) and
the equation of motion for the excitonic correlation are treated at the same
level of approximation.
In the framework of the presented approximations, the equations of mo-
tion couple the excitonic correlations (2.47) only to carrier densities. In the
following chapters, the carriers are assumed to resemble Fermi-Dirac distri-
butions. This is consistent with the fact that the scattering into a state and
the scattering out of this state is exactly balanced for a Fermi distribution
and that non-equilibrium carrier distributions evolve into Fermi distributions
on a (sub-) picosecond scale [39–41]. In a case with significant incoherent
exciton population, a Fermi distribution is not appropriate to describe the
quasi-equilibrium distribution of carriers. However, such a situation is not in-
vestigated here. The fact, that the carrier occupation numbers are given by
an analytic expression also means that the semiconductor luminescence equa-
tions and the equation for the excitonic correlations (2.47) are decoupled. It is
straight forward to integrate the time evolution of the excitonic correlations.
That way the quasi-equilibrium value of the excitonic source term in the semi-
conductor luminescence equations (2.40) is determined in steady state and in
the second step the quasi-equilibrium luminescence spectrum is determined.
For greater numerical simplicity, also the subband couplings inside of {}3 of
equation (2.40) and in equation (2.48) are neglected for the results presented
in the following. That way, effective two-band equations are solved for all
∆〈c†µk′v†γkcmk+qvgk′−q〉 appearing in equation (2.40). In the numerical imple-
mentation, the phonon scattering is also not included in the equation of the
excitonic correlations (2.47).
For the investigations presented in the following chapters also optical spec-
tra derived from the optical susceptibility are shown. These spectra are absorp-
tion, gain, photoreflectance and the linewidth enhancement factor. Calcula-
tions of these spectra are always performed using the multiband semiconductor
Bloch equations [2,30] and are thus on the same level of approximation as the
multiband semiconductor luminescence equations. For gain spectra, excellent
agreement of this theoretical approach with measurements has been demon-
strated [4, 30, 42–46].
Chapter 3
Multiband Luminescence
This chapter presents applications of the multiband luminescence equations
to quantum wells. In the beginning the concept of calculating the eigenstates
and -energies for quantum wells with k · p-theory is reviewed. Important fea-
tures of realistic quantum-well band structures are discussed. Consequences
on luminescence spectra are shown in the following. Theory to experiment
comparisons demonstrate the accuracy of the computed spectra. The compar-
ison utilizes luminescence spectra to determine structure parameters which in
turn are used to predict the laser gain spectrum of the same structure. This
demonstrates the predictive capability of the combination of the k · p-theory
and microscopic equations.
3.1 k · p Bandstructure Calculation
The quantitative modeling of the optical properties of semiconductor struc-
tures consists of two steps:
1. The calculation of the single particle states and energies, i.e., the band
structure calculation.
2. Expansion of the interacting many-particle system in these states and so-
lution of the relevant microscopic equations to obtain the desired macro-
scopic quantities.
Step two is described in chapter 2. For step one, different approaches exist.
Ab initio computations like the density functional theory or phenomenological
approaches like the k·pmethod used in this thesis. Density functional theory is
generally more versatile, e.g. it can be used to determine the states of surfaces.
However, this method is numerically demanding and some sophistication is
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needed to obtain the correct gap energies. The k · p method is more accurate
in predicting the band structure close to a special point, usually the center of
the Brillouin zone, of a semiconductor. The k · p method is also continuous
with respect to the chemical composition of layers. This is necessary to handle
materials where a small stoichiometric change has a strong impact on the band
structure as is the case for dilute nitride materials. Detailed descriptions of
the k · p bandstructure computation can be found in textbooks [13, 47], thus
it is sufficient to outline the basic concepts and implications here.
The time independent Schro¨dinger equation for the eigenstates ψn,k(r) and
eigenenergies ǫnk of an electron in an infinite crystal with a lattice periodic
potential V (r) is [
pˆ2
2m0
+ V (r)− ǫnk
]
ψn,k(r) = 0. (3.1)
The Bloch theorem states that the functions ψn,k(r) = exp[ik · r]wn,k(r) form
an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions, where k is a vector of the first Brillouin
zone of the reciprocal lattice, and n labels the band (e.g. heavy-hole band).
The Bloch functions wn,k(r) are also lattice periodic. Inserting this form of
ψn,k(r) in equation 3.1 and dividing by the exponential factor, one obtains a
self-adjoined eigenvalue problem for the so far unknown wn,k(r)[
pˆ2
2m0
+ V (r) +
~
m0
k · pˆ−
(
ǫnk − ~
2k2
2m
)]
wn,k(r) = 0. (3.2)
The Hamiltonian looks formally unchanged except for the term ∝ k · pˆ which
provides the name for the procedure. This additional term is treated as a
perturbation and the wn,k(r) are expanded in the wn,k0(r) about some point
k0. Throughout this work the center of the Brillouin zone (Γ-point) is chosen,
i.e., k0 = 0. This expansion is possible because the wn,k0(r) themselves form a
complete set for lattice periodic functions I and equally important, the wn,k(r)
for different k are in general not orthogonal - in contrast to the ψn,k.
Thus the wn,k0(r) are used in a degenerate perturbation expansion. It
must be understood, that bands can be included into a degenerate perturba-
tion calculation without being truly degenerate, such a procedure improves the
solution and is generally appropriate for closely spaced states. The semicon-
ductor optics considered in this work involves optical transitions between the
highest occupied and the lowest unoccupied bands. For III-V semiconductors
the highest occupied bands have p-type (angular momentum 1) symmetry at
the Γ-point and the lowest unoccupied bands are s-type. Depending on the
IThe solutions of a self-adjoined eigenvalue problem always form a complete set which
can be used to expand any function satisfying the same boundary conditions.
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investigated structure and the degree of accuracy desired, only a few (e.g. the
total angular momentum 3
2
) or more bands are treated as degenerate. As a
result of the perturbation expansion the Bloch wave function wn,k(r) is a linear
combination
wm,k(r) =
∑
n
cn(k)wn,k0(r). (3.3)
In principle and for the derivation of the theory the index n runs over the
infinite number of bands. For practical purposes, states other than the ones
treated as degenerate (e.g., the s-type conduction and p-type valence band
states) are omitted in the final result. The point k0 = 0 used for the expansion
coincides with the maximum of the valence band and the minimum of the
conduction band for the direct gap semiconductors treated in this thesis. For
this reason the lowest order correction to the energy ǫnk comes from the second
order of the perturbation expansion.
In order to expand the Hamiltonian of equation 3.2, the momentum op-
erator pˆ has to be represented in the wn,k0(r) basis, i.e., all matrix elements
〈wn,k0(r)|pˆ|wm,k0(r)〉 are needed. Partially they are evaluated from symme-
try arguments, the remaining unknowns are lumped into someII parameters
that are determined experimentally. This is the crucial step of the method.
It supplies a correct theoretical framework to describe the band structure with
the smallest set of material parameters possible. The parameters are listed
for example in [48–50]. For alloys with more than two sorts of atoms the
parameters are interpolated between the constituting binaries (virtual crystal
approximation)III.
If this approach is applied to unstrained zinc-blende bulk material, the
general findings are (see also figure 3.1):
1. The states with total angular momentum 3/2 are degenerate at k = 0.
The proper linear combination of these states are the light hole and
heavy hole states. Their name reflects the different curvature of the
corresponding energy dispersion in the vicinity of k0 = 0.
2. The states with total angular momentum 1/2 and 3/2 are split by the
spin-orbit coupling. The total angular momentum 1/2 states are shifted
away from the band gap and form the split-off band. This provides the
IIFor the 8×8 model there are 5 parameters associated with momentum matrix elements:
the effective mass of the conduction band, the three Luttinger parameters for the valence
band and the absolute value of the momentum matrix element between the conduction and
valence band 〈cb|px|vb〉. The latter determines also the strength of the optical transition
between conduction and valence bands.
IIIFor example the effective mass for AlxGa1−xAs: mAlGaAs(x) = x∗mAlAs+(1−x)∗mGaAs
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Figure 3.1: Sketch of bulk band structure close to the Γ-point for direct gap
semiconductors with zinc-blende structure. The heavy hole (hh), light hole
(lh), and split off (so) bands are the highest occupied, the conduction band
(cb) is the lowest unoccupied band.
justification to omit the total angular momentum 1/2 states from the
degenerate perturbation calculation for some materials.
3. If only the total angular momentum 3/2 are included in the degenerate
perturbation expansion, the energy dispersions are parabolic.
4. If the conduction band and/or the split-off band is included in the de-
generate perturbation calculation, the energy dispersions become non-
parabolic.
3.1.1 Heterostructures
The full strength of the approach is deployed in the description of heterostruc-
tures. The growth of layers with different fundamental energy gaps can be
viewed as introducing a confinement potential in growth direction which is
superimposed to the lattice potential. Figure 3.2 sketches this situation. The
quantum well (QW) states φQWλ (r) are expanded in the bulk eigenstates. The
expansion has the form
φQWλ (r) =
∑
n,k
Cn,k,λψn,k(r) (3.4)
where the ψn,k(r) are the bulk wave functions discussed above and λ contains
the quantum numbers of the QW eigenfunction. There is a straightforward
way to apply the concepts of the bulk band structure to heterostructures in
the envelope approximation where one distinguishes between the fine length
scale of the crystal potential within an unit cell and the coarse confinement
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Figure 3.2: Sketch of the single particle potential of a semiconductor het-
erostructure. The lattice periodic potential is denoted V0, the lattice constant
is a0. Vconf is the confinement potential induced by growing materials with
different fundamental band gap on top of each other.
potentialIV. Then the Bloch functions within a unit cell are assumed to re-
semble the corresponding bulk Bloch functions. With this approximation the
expansion becomes [13]
φQWν,k‖(r) = L−1eik‖·r
∑
n
ξν,k‖,n,R⊥wn,k0(r) (3.5)
where k‖ is the wave vector parallel to the layers, R⊥ are the lattice points in
growth direction, ν denotes the confinement quantum number and n is again
the index of the bulk band. The k · p perturbation calculation is build into
the R⊥-dependent problem. In fact, the k · p parameters like effective masses
or Luttinger parameters become also R⊥-dependent.
Features of the QW band structure are:
1. In bulk structures the energy dispersion ǫ3dn,k is continuous in all momen-
tum directions. In QW structures the energy dispersion ǫ2dν,k‖ is contin-
uous in the direction k‖ associated with the spatial in-plane directions,
while in the growth direction discrete energy levels numbered with ν are
found for bound states. The energies ǫ2dν (k‖) and the associated states for
a certain ν are called subbands. Figures 3.3b and c present two examples
for such a band structure.
2. Analogously to the one-dimensional square well the energy minimum for
electrons or holes ǫ2d:e,hν=1,k‖=0 is not equal to the minimum of the confining
IVLength scale of crystal potential: lattice constant ≈ 0.6nm, width of QW > 2nm
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Figure 3.3: a) Anticrossing between two valence subbands of a semiconductor
heterostructure. A high effective hole mass in confinement direction is associ-
ated with a low effective mass in k‖ direction and vice versa. For this reason
bands with higher curvature have a smaller confinement energy, their band
minimum is deeper in the QW. b) Bandstructure for 10nm GaAs between
Al0.2Ga0.8As barriers calculated with a 8 × 8-k · p Hamiltonian. The dashed
line shows the effective mass approximation for the lowest conduction subband.
The dotted lines indicate the confinement potential. Two conduction bands
and 5 valence bands are confined in the QW. c) Similarly the band structure
for 5nm In0.19Ga0.81As between GaAs barriers. One conduction band and two
valence bands are confined by the QW. The bandedge for the heavy hole and
the light hole in the QW is separated due to strain. For this reason the GaAs
barriers do not confine the light holes.
potential but raised by some energy called the confinement energy. The
confinement energy grows with declining effective mass. The dotted lines
in figure 3.3b and c show the various band edges of QW and barriers with
respect to the subbands.
3. The coefficients ξν,k‖,n(R⊥) are often referred to as confinement wave
functions in analogy to the confined states of a one-dimensional square
well, with ν corresponding to the quantum numbers for the square well
eigenfunctions. It must be understood though that ξν,k‖,n,R⊥ does not
only depend on the particle momentum k‖ in the layer plane but is also
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Figure 3.4: Dipole matrix elements 〈φQWcn,k‖|erˆx|φ
QW
hm,k‖
〉 between various conduc-
tion (c) and hole (h) subbands for 5nm In0.19Ga0.81As between GaAs barriers.
The strongest transitions for emission or absorption in the transverse electric
(compare sketch to the right) polarization direction are shown.
a vector of components given by the individual contributions from the
basis set used for the expansion of the k · p-Hamiltonian (e.g. the eight
conduction and valence bands of the 8 × 8 model [51] used here). This
means it is only approximately possible to assign a certain type (like
heavy hole) or a certain total angular momentum to a subband and the
approximation applies in general only to a certain k‖ range. To get back
to a scalar function one has to consider the dominant component with
respect to the basis index or the absolute value of the vector (ξ1, . . . , ξn).
4. The ξν,k‖,n,R⊥ together with the known symmetries of the basis states
wn,k(r) and the measured bulk dipole matrix element as defined by Kane
P ≡ (ǫcbk − ǫvbk )〈cb|rx|vb〉 = −
i~
m0
〈cb|px|vb〉 (3.6)
allow to calculate the accurate optical interband transition matrix ele-
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Figure 3.5: Strain-induced shifts of the gap energy for semiconductors. The
shift consists of two contributions, the hydrostatic strain shift ǫh shifts the gap
energies for both the heavy hole and the light hole in the same direction, the
shear strain shift ǫs separates the two gap energies. In the unstrained case
the gap energies of both hole types are identical. The light hole gap energies
are displaced to higher energies for clarity. In the transition energies of QWs
a physical shift occurs similar to the displacement due to mass reversal for
transitions at k‖ = 0.
ment
〈φQWcn,k‖|erˆ|φ
QW
hm,k‖
〉 (3.7)
between two QW states [2,13]. For many structures symmetry arguments
similar to the ones known from the one-dimensional square well can be
applied for an intuitive understanding of the ”selection rules” between a
specific conduction and valence subband. Since the wn,k(r) basis Bloch
functions have different parity for electrons and holes the ”confinement
functions” should have the same parity to yield a strong transition matrix
element. Consecutive square well eigenfunctions have opposite parity.
For QW eigenfunctions, the ξν,k‖,n,R⊥ have a distinct parity at k = 0 and
evolve into functions with contribution of both parities for k > 0. Thus in
most cases transitions like c1-h1, c1-h3, c2-h2,. . . have a strong transition
probability. The notation is c1 for the lowest conduction band, h1 for
the lowest valence band and so on. The minimal energetic separation is
between the bandminimum of c1 and h1. Deviations to the simple square
well picture are also due to the different confinement of electrons and
holes in real QWs, and the ξν,k‖,n,R⊥ having contributions of all bands.
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Examples of realistic dipole matrix elements are shown in figures 3.4 and
3.7.
5. Similarly, the correct matrix element for the Coulomb interaction is ob-
tained [2,16]. This is important for example to obtain a realistic exciton
binding energy which assumes a value between the one for bulk and for
an idealized two-dimensional binding energy.
6. Hole subbands with the smaller effective mass in growth (=confinement)
direction have a larger effective mass in k‖ direction and vice versa. Thus
the subbands which show the smaller confinement energy have the higher
curvature. This effect is called mass reversal and leads to anticrossing
between the bands, see figure 3.3a. If the label heavy and light hole is
used referring to QW subbands, this reflects the dominant contribution
from the bulk basis that is used to expand the QW states. The heavy
hole states are |3
2
,±3
2
〉 states, the light holes are |3
2
,±1
2
〉 states, with
|total angular momentum, z-component of total angular momentum〉.
A large heavy hole contribution to a QW subband results in high
effective mass in confinement direction and low effective mass in the
QW plane.
7. Due to anticrossing not only the band curvature but also the domi-
nant basis component, e.g., light hole and heavy hole and the confine-
ment function symmetry are exchanged and thus the associated dipole
strengths for optical transitions are also exchanged. This can be ob-
served in figures 3.4 and 3.7, which show several instances where the
dipole strength for the transition into the nth hole band sharply falls
(rises) while the dipole strength for the transition into the (n+1)th hole
band correspondingly yields a steep rise (fall).
8. The different materials of the heterostructure in general differ in their
bulk lattice constant. However, if a few layers of material are grown on a
substrate with slightly different lattice constant, they maintain the lattice
constant of the substrate in directions parallel to the surface. However,
these layers are strained which leads to several consequences:
(a) An increase of the lattice constant perpendicular to the growth di-
rection decreases the lattice constant in growth direction and vice
versa.
(b) There is a limit, the critical thickness, on how many strained atom
layers can be grown with the substrate lattice constant. Relaxation
of strain via cracks, phase segregation, and other effects occurs in
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layers wider than the critical thickens. In general, these processes
lead to poor optical properties.
(c) Strain changes the fundamental band gaps of the bulk material and
this shift differs for heavy and light hole bands [13]. One conven-
tionally separates the strain-induced energy change into two parts:
the hydrostatic and the shear strain energy change. The hydro-
static contribution changes the gaps between conduction band and
both, heavy hole and light hole band, by the same amount and into
the same direction. The absolute value of the shear strain shift is
also the same for both gaps but has opposite signs, see figure 3.5.
The strain changes the transition energies which are input to the
k ·p calculation. That way strain is included in the band structure
calculation throughout this work.
3.2 Applications
In the remainder of the chapter several applications of multiband calculations
of optical properties are presented. The focus lies on physical situations where
the carrier relaxation into thermal quasi-equilibrium is fast compared to ra-
diative recombination. Thus the carrier occupation numbers are assumed to
resemble Fermi-Dirac distributions and the optical spectra are stationary. The
theory is not limited to this case but it simplifies the computation consider-
ably and thus provides the possibility to include the full band structure in
the computation. The band structure relevant to the luminescence and gain
calculations is determined by the range where the carrier distributions are
non-vanishing.
3.2.1 Luminescence in InGaAs for different light polar-
ization
The first example presented in this section demonstrates the most basic change
in the luminescence spectrum due to a multiband compared to a two band
calculation. Because the carriers have several subbands to occupy in the
multiband case, the occupation probability of the lowest states decreases re-
sulting in less luminescence. In Figure 3.6 this effect is shown for a 5nm
In0.19Ga0.81As/GaAs QW at 300K. The electric field polarization of the emit-
ted light modes is parallel to the QW layer as sketched in figure 3.6, and the
corresponding dipole matrix elements are shown in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.6: Calculated stationary state luminescence for a 5nm In0.2Ga0.8As
QW on GaAs at 300K. The light polarization direction is transverse electric
as depicted on the right. The curves shows the difference between a two band
and multiband calculation.
For a QW there are two distinct directions for the polarization of emitted
light. If the electric field vector points parallel to the QW plane the polar-
ization is called transverse electric (TE) polarized, if on the other hand, the
electric field vector points perpendicular to the QW plane (in growth direction)
the polarization is transverse magnetic (TM). As can be seen from the semicon-
ductor luminescence equation 2.40, the probability that emission occurs into a
mode depends on the scalar product of the mode polarization vector and the
dipole vector uQWq · dνλk‖ , see also the definition of the effective dipole matrix
element in (2.16) . Due to the different spatial symmetry of heavy and light
holes, states that are predominantly heavy hole type emit into TE polarized
modes while subbands with dominating light hole character favor the TM but
also support TE modes.
An interesting effect of strain is found in InGaAs grown pseudomorphical
on GaAs. The InGaAs QW is compressively strained and the strain shifts the
hole band edges such that the GaAs barriers are not high enough to confine the
light hole states although the unstrained InGaAs gap energy decreases with
growing In content. From the previous comments on the relation between hole
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Figure 3.7: Dipole matrix elements 〈φQWcn,k‖|erˆz|φ
QW
hm,k‖
〉 for the transverse mag-
netic polarization direction in a a 5nm In0.19Ga0.81As/GaAs QW structure (see
also figure 3.7). The optical transitions with significant contributions to the
luminescence spectrum (figure 3.8) are shown.
states and polarization of the emitted light it is clear that the lowest states
only weakly emit in TM polarized modes. This appears in the reduced height
of the luminescence spectrum in figure 3.8. The dipole matrix elements for
different light polarization are plotted in figures 3.4 and 3.7.
Whether one or more subband-to-subband transitions appear in the lumi-
nescence spectrum depends on the carrier distribution and on the dipole matrix
element between the transitions. Only subbands that are occupied by carriers
can contribute to luminescence. Next, one has to figure out the dipole strength
of all possible transitions between those subbands that contain a significant
number of carriers. Those transitions with a strong dipole matrix element will
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Figure 3.8: Computed luminescence for the same structure and physical condi-
tions as in figure 3.6 but here for transverse magnetic polarization as shown in
the sketch on the right. The scale of the ordinate is the same as in figure 3.6.
The individual subband contributions to the total multiband luminescence are
also displayed. It must be understood, that only the total luminescence is a
physical observable. As shown in figure 3.3, one conduction and two valence
bands are confined by the GaAs barriers for this structure.
likely leave a signature in the luminescence spectrum. This two contributions,
dipole strength and carrier occupation, determine the strength of the source
term in the semiconductor luminescence equation (2.40). The following things
have to be kept in mind:
1. The spectral information is contained in the homogeneous part of the
semiconductor luminescence equation.
2. The dipole matrix elements enter both the semiconductor luminescence
equation (2.40) and the final sum over the photon-assisted polariza-
tions (2.36). That is, the absolute square of the dipole matrix elements
indicates the relative strength of different transitions.
3. Most important for the luminescence is the dipole matrix element for
small values of k‖. The reason is the dependence of the source term in
the semiconductor luminescence equation (2.40) on k‖. The product of
electron and hole occupation number decreases strongly with increasing
k‖ since it is the product of two Fermi distributions and the eigenenergy
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of the states grows with increasing k‖ for the direct gap materials inves-
tigated in this thesis. For the cases considered here, the source term due
to the excitonic correlations is similar to the singlet source term ∝ f efh
in magnitude and functional dependence on k‖. Additionally, the pho-
ton assisted polarizations decrease with increasing k‖ following exciton
wavefunctions in k-space [7, 27, 38].
Since the source terms for luminescence for the energetically lowest transi-
tion and for several energetically higher transitions are of comparable magni-
tude, a structure of four peaks appears in the TM luminescence, figure (3.8).
In contrast, in case of the TE polarized luminescence of figure 3.6, the source
strength for the lowest transition excels the one for the next strongest subband
contribution by two orders of magnitude. Any time the dipole matrix elements
Qλν(k‖) for small k‖ are found to grow for higher transitions at approximately
the same rate as the carrier occupation product f efh decreases, a multiband
calculation is indispensable.
3.2.2 Prediction of gain from luminescence measure-
ment
Real semiconductor structures tend to deviate from the ideal homogeneous het-
erostructure with perfectly smooth interfaces. The reason are the stochastic
processes of the crystal growth leading to local variations of chemical compo-
sition, well width, lattice imperfections, and different nearest neighbor con-
figurations to name a few. This leads to locally fluctuating optical transition
energies which in turn will shift the local spectrum. A typical optical experi-
ment averages over local fluctuations associated with a small length scale. If
the fluctuations are not too large, good agreement between theory and ex-
periment is obtained by calculating spectra for slightly different configurations
and adding them up using a Gaussian weight factor. For practical applications
it is sufficient to calculate the spectrum Shom(ω) for the central frequency of
the experiment and add up shifted versions of the spectrum with a Gaussian
weight
Sinhom(ω) =
∫
dω′ Shom(ω
′)
√
π
σ
2
exp
[
−
(
ω − ω′
σ
)2]
. (3.8)
The width σ of the Gaussian that leads to the best agreement of theory and
experiment is the inhomogeneous broadening and is a characteristic constant
for the structure under investigation. In this work, the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the Gaussian is used which equals σ
√
ln2. In contrast,
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Figure 3.9: Calculated luminescence spectrum for 5nm In0.19Ga0.81As between
GaAs barriers. The spectrum is homogeneously broadened. The carrier den-
sities are (1.5,2,3,4,5)×1011cm−2, and the temperature is 300K. The light po-
larization is transverse electric.
spectra without such disorder-induced broadening are called homogeneously
broadened V.
Figure 3.9 shows the calculated luminescence spectrum for a 5nm
In0.19Ga0.81As between 10nm GaAs multi-quantum-well structure at 300K.
The spectrum is purely homogeneously broadened. After applying an inho-
mogeneous broadening of 16meV (FWHM) excellent agreement between the-
oretical and experimental [4] photoluminescence is achieved as can be seen in
figure 3.10.
Using the identical band structure calculation and the same inhomogeneous
broadening that led to the match between theoretical and experimental lumi-
nescence, it is straightforward to compute the gain spectrum. This is done for
the sample from figure 3.10 and plotted together with the experimentally [4]
determined spectra. The comparison demonstrates the predictive capability of
the microscopic calculations.
Such a gain prediction from luminescence is most helpful, e.g., in manufac-
turing of optical semiconductor devices. One would like to know at an early
processing stage if the active layer will lase as intended and not only after
VHomogeneous broadening originates, e.g., from scattering or radiative excitation decay.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of computed and measured luminescence spectrum
for 5nm In0.19Ga0.81As on GaAs at 300K. The theoretical spectrum is the same
as in figure 3.9 but inhomogeneously broadened by 16meV (FWHM). The
shape of the spectra agree well. The experimental data has been published
in [4].
many further processing steps. The most basic test of the optical properties
of a heterostructure is the measurement of photoluminescence which does not
require special sample preparation. However, photoluminescence is measured
at low carrier densities compared to where inversion occurs and there is no
simple way to convert the luminescence to the gain spectrum. From a theory
experiment comparison like in figure 3.10 it is possible to deduce the transi-
tion energy of the quantum well and the inhomogeneous broadening and to
compute the gain spectrum [4].
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Chapter 4
Lasing Properties of GaInNAs
in the 1.3-1.55µm Range
In this chapter, the microscopic model is applied to predict the laser properties
for the GaInNAs material system in the 1.3µm to 1.55µm range. GaInNAs is
one of the most promising candidates for low-cost, high-performance tunable
lasers at 1.55µm emission wavelength that can be easily coupled to fibers. So
far the growth of this metastable material is not understood well enough as to
routinely fabricate good quality structures for lasing at 1.55µm. For instance,
this becomes apparent in an orders of magnitude degradation of PL intensity
compared to shorter wavelength samples. While crystal growers work their way
towards better structures [52–58] the theoretical study presented here supports
the experimental search by clarifying the target. This is done by extrapolating
the band structure parameters from the sub 1.3µm range, followed by a 10 band
k·p band structure calculation and subsequent microscopic modeling of optical
properties. Of particular interest are constraints like maximum gain, gain peak
shifts, or spontaneous emission losses that are intrinsic to the material and thus
point out the prospective properties of the improved material.
The agreement of theory and experiment demonstrated in the previous
chapter and in a number of publications [4,30,42–46] indicates that the model
can be safely used for quantitative predictions.
4.1 VCSELs and Dilute Nitride Materials
A fundamental design alternative for semiconductor lasers is whether the light
propagates parallel to the active layer or perpendicular to the active layer
(parallel to the crystal growth direction). The latter is the case in VCSELs.
Another feature of VCSELs is, that the mirrors for the optical resonator are
42
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grown epitaxially. VCSELs are ideally suited for optical data communication.
The design allows the crystal grower to optimize the coupling of the laser
output to fibers by structuring the lasers into circular mesas. They can be
grown in monolithic arrays for multi-channel parallel transmission and enable
simple on-wafer testing in contrast to e.g. edge emitters where the resonator
is formed by cleaving. In principle, VCSELs permit the monolithic integration
of the semiconductor lasers into microelectronics.
The downside of the VCSEL design is the short amplification distance of
twice the sum over all QW widths during one round trip of the laser beam.
Thus many round trips are needed to obtain enough amplification, which re-
quires high quality mirrors. Mirrors that meet the requirements for VCSELs
and can be grown epitaxially are λ/4-layers of materials with different refrac-
tive index (Bragg-reflectors). In particular, good quality Bragg reflectors can
be grown using alternating layers of GaAs and AlAs. Therefore, in order to
construct a VCSEL for a certain emission wavelength it is desirable to find an
active material with both the correct band gap and a lattice constant within
about 2% of that of GaAs to enable a pseudomorphical growth on GaAs/AlAs.
A few years ago dilute nitrides, especially GaInNAs and more recently GaIn-
NAsSb, have become the most interesting candidates to achieve laser operation
at the attenuation minimum of optical fibres between 1.3 and 1.5 µm. As can
be seen in figure 4.1 this range is split by the resonance of the hydroxy group
into two windows.
Dilute nitrides are III-V compound semiconductors with a small percent-
age (< 4 − 5%) of nitrogen. The work here focuses on GaInNAs. Although
the fundamental gap energy of GaN and InN is much higher than that of the
corresponding arsenides [49], the substitution of a small percentage of As with
N atoms in InGaAs surprisingly leads to a strong decrease of the band gap.
The phenomenological band anticrossing model is instrumental in modeling
the band structure needed to describe the transition energies and the optics at
the band edge. In this model a flat N-band is introduced above the conduction
band. This N-level strongly interacts with the conduction band [31,60,61]. In
bulk material, solving the problem of the coupled states for the final eigen-
states, i.e., the states that appear in a band structure measurement, results
in a band below the original conduction band and a band above the original
N-level. In QW structures the band structure is split into subbands, see fig-
ure 4.2. Although the model is a phenomenological one, it is supported by
detailed calculations [62, 63].
However, N is a much smaller atom than As and has a different elec-
tronegativity. Therefore the constituents GaInN and InGaAs prefer differ-
ent crystal structures and bond lengths which creates a miscibility gap for
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Figure 4.1: Sketch of attenuation of optical fibers used for telecommunication.
Glossary: DWDM: dense wavelength division multiplexing, CWDM: coarse
wavelength division multiplexing, L,S-band: frequency bands, e.g., S-band
2.7GHz- 3.5GHz. After [59].
the alloy. Additionally, they grow at different temperatures which altogether
imposes serious challenges and constraints to the crystal growth. In conse-
quence, the structures intended for operation around 1.55µm or longer wave-
lengths suffered from intense non-radiative losses and poor light output in the
past [64]. Recently, crystal growers started to overcome these obstacles [52–56].
Some groups further improved the optical properties by the addition of anti-
mony [57, 58]. This also imposes the question if the band properties of GaIn-
NAs have something to do with the unsatisfactory optical properties or if it is
solely an effect of crystal defects, i.e., whether an investment in better epitaxial
growth makes sense. This question will be answered in this chapter.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Investigated Structures and Physical Conditions
Material constants used in the band structure calculation which are influenced
by the nitrogen concentration of GaInNAs are the band anticrossing param-
eters (gap energy before anticrossing, nitrogen level before anticrossing, and
the coupling constant between conduction band and nitrogen level) [31] and
the lattice constant [50]. The values for all remaining band structure param-
eters are taken to be those of InGaAs as recommended in reference [50]. The
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the anticrossing of nitrogen level and conduction band in
dilute nitride III-V semiconductors. The graph to the right shows the lowest
subbands for a 6nm wide Ga0.6In0.4N0.0055As0.9945 QW between GaAs barriers.
Three hole subbands are confined, the inclusion of the N-level into the k · p
calculation leads to a large number of flat subbands with dominating N-level
contribution which are not relevant to the optical properties.
lattice constant is interpolated between the values for the constituting binary
materials GaN, InN, GaAs, and InAs.
N [%] 5.26 3.91 2.71 2.30
In [%] 14.8 25.1 36.0 40
exx [%] 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 -2.35
ρ [1012cm−2] 3.59 2.38 1.94 1.87
Table 4.1: Possible In and N combinations to obtain lasing with a gain peak
of 103cm−1 at 1.55µm in 6nm Ga1−yInyNxAs1−x QWs grown on GaAs. ρ is
the necessary carrier density.
The same lasing wavelength in GaInNAs can be attained by different In-
N combinations yielding a different amount of strain. Besides constraining
the material growth, strain in particular affects the hole band structure and
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thus the optical properties. As a measure of strain, the strain tensor element
exx = (ab−aw)/aw is used where ab and aw are the unstrained lattice constants
of the host material (here GaAs) and the QW, respectively. Table 4.1 presents
possible combinations of In and N contents to achieve lasing at 1.55µm and
lists the associated compressive strain. As is discussed below, different carrier
densities ρ are required to obtain a specific peak gain for different parameter
sets. Included in Table 4.1 is the carrier density necessary for a peak gain of
103cm−1.
This work concentrates on two series of materials. For the first series the
In content is maintained at 40% because there are a number of experimental
investigations of structures in the sub 1.55µm range with indium contents
as high as that. For reasons that will become clearer in the following, laser
structures made of In rich material suffer less losses. As a contrast, the results
are compared to those obtained for a second series where the strain is kept
constant at exx = −1%, this series contains less In and is less compressively
strained.
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Figure 4.3: The wavelength of the fundamental band gap of GaInNAs (dashed),
the wavelength of the gain peak for a gain maximum of 103cm−1 (solid), and
the wavelength of the low intensity luminescence peak (dotted). Both material
series are shown, the series specified by constant In content (40%) contains less
N, the series with constant strain (exx = −1%) contains more N and less In.
The data is obtained for 300K.
For both material series, figure 4.3 presents the wavelength that corre-
sponds to the bulk gap energy (dash-dotted) as well as the luminescence peak
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position at low excitation intensity (dotted). The solid curve gives the wave-
length at the gain maximum for the situation where the gain maximum is
103cm−1.
N [%] 2.24 3.91 0.55 2.30
In [%] 20.4 25.1 40.0 40.0
exx [%] -1.0 -1.0 -2.65 -2.35
mc [m0] 0.090 0.085 0.077 0.081
mh [m0] 0.13 0.12 0.097 0.097
mh/mc 1.43 1.40 1.25 1.19
λpeak [µm] 1.3 1.55 1.3 1.55
line style thin dashed thin dash-dotted thick, dotted thick, solid
Table 4.2: Representative samples for the two material series characterized
by either constant compressive strain (exx = −1%) or constant indium (40%)
concentration. The indium-nitrogen-combinations are chosen such, that a 6nm
QW achieves a peak gain of 1000cm−1 at a wavelength λpeak of either 1.3µm or
1.55µm. Results for this samples are always represented by a characteristic line
style in the following figures. mc and mh are the effective masses that resemble
the band structure of the lowest subbands close to the band minimum.
All calculations are performed for a 6nm wide QW, GaAs barriers, and
at 300K. The results are obtained for quasi-stationary conditions, the carrier
occupation probabilities are given by Fermi distributions. Throughout this
chapter gain refers to the material intensity gain and the light polarization is
parallel to the QW plane. Partially, the analysis relies on the representative
material examples listed in table 4.2, if so, characteristic line styles are used
throughout the chapter.
4.2.2 Implications of Bandstructure
The band structure varies for the different compositions and strains in the
following way:
1. The electron effective mass decreases with decreasing N content and in-
creasing In content. For the exx = −1% series the electron effective mass
effectively decreases for longer wavelengths, see table 4.2.
2. Increasing the N and decreasing the In content while keeping the gap
energy constant increases the energetic distance between N-level and
conduction band edge.
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3. A deeper QW shows a larger energetic separation between consecutive
confined subbands.
4. Increasing the compressive strain by decreasing the N and increasing the
In content drives the light hole states out of the QW confinement, i.e.,
the confined subbands are dominantly heavy hole type and have a low
effective mass as shown in table 4.2.
All four effects reduce the density of the confined states and thus lower the
threshold carrier density. However, effect 2 depends on the In and N content
in the opposite way and in reality weakens the effect of 1. A small density
of states in the higher subbands and effective masses of the lowest electron
and hole subband with an ratio as close to unity as possible ensure a high
differential gain.
Figure 4.4a shows gain curves for 40% In samples with N contents of 2.3%
(0.55%) lasing at 1.55µm (1.3µm). The gain curves at 1.55µm are somewhat
broader. At low gain, the carrier density necessary to attain a particular peak
gain differs little between the 1.55µm and 1.3µm samples, see also figure 4.9b.
If the strain is kept constant, i.e., for the exx = −1% samples, a slightly re-
duced carrier density is necessary at longer wavelengths. This is primarily due
to a decrease of the effective masses for the lowest conduction and valence
subband, the decrease beeing about 7% for both bands in the 1.55µm sample
compared to the 1.3µm sample. For higher gains the relative change in car-
rier inversion between the different wavelength regimes is dominated by the
wavelength factor in the gain formula g ∝ λ−1Im[χ], where Im[χ] denotes the
imaginary part of the optical susceptibility. This factor decreases the gain by
about 16% going from 1.3µm to 1.55µm.
Most striking is the difference in the gain curves for the same wave-
length and peak gain but different strains. Figure 4.4 includes curves for
exx = (0, 1, 2.35)% with dashed, dash-dotted, dotted lines respectively at a
gain peak wavelength of 1.55µm for a typical threshold gain of 103cm−1. More
carriers are needed to achieve the same inversion in the weaker strained sam-
ples due to the increased numer of confined hole states. Additional electrons
lead to an increased occupation of higher energy states and thus the gain
broadenes. Increasing compressive strain reduces the threshold for lasing. At
a wavelength of 1.55µm (1.3µm) and for gain below 3000cm−1 (3500cm−1) the
carrier density necessary to achieve a certain gain with the higher strained 40%
In structures is reduced by a factor of 1.27 (1.37) compared to the exx = −1%
series. The differential gain of the stronger compressively strained samples
is higher because the ratio between effective hole mass and effective electron
mass is closer to unity in this samples, see table 4.2 additionally the number
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Figure 4.4: Gain for low to medium excitation intensity:
Gain curves at 1.3µm and 1.55µm for 40% In: exx = −2.65%, λpeak = 1.3µm,
ρ = (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.72, 2.5, 3) × 1012cm−2 (solid); exx = −2.35%, λpeak =
1.55µm, ρ = (1.0, 1.25, 1.5, 1.87, 2.5, 3)× 1012cm−2(dotted);
Gain curves with λpeak = 1.55µm for structures showing different strain:
exx = −1%, ρ = 2.38 × 1012cm−2 (dash-dotted), this curve closely resembles
the corresponding (40% In, exx = −2.35%, ρ = 1.87× 1012cm−2) curve;
exx = 0%, ρ = 3.59× 1012cm−2 (dashed).
b) Peak gain versus carrier density for 40% In and 1.3µm (solid), 40% In and
1.55µm (dotted), exx = −1% and 1.3µm (dashed), exx = −1% and 1.55µm
(dash-dotted).
of confined hole states is reduced.
4.2.3 Gain Limiting Quantities
If one continues to increase the carrier density in the QW, eventually all states
at the band minimum get filled and additional carriers have to occupy higher
energy states. When this situation is approached, the peak gain converges
towards its limit. The limit is essentially proportional to the joined density of
states D(ǫ) at the transition energy ǫ and proportional to the square of the
absolute value of the effective dipole matrix element |Q(ǫ)|. For an idealized
QW with parabolic energy bands, D(ǫ) is a constant independent of ǫ. For the
realistic case considered here, D(ǫ) grows with energy due to the nonparabol-
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Figure 4.5: Estimate of the upper limit for the gain (”limit”) obtained with
formula (4.1) for both the constant In content (solid) and the constant strain
(dashed) sample series. The curves mainly provide a feeling for the influence of
gap energy and band structure on the gain maximum. The lines labeled ”2nd
trans.” give the maximum gain achieved just before the peak at the energy of
the second transition becomes the absolute maximum, see figure 4.6. For this
data the dots mark the calculated values, while the lines are guides to the eye.
For better comparison to later figures the crosses mark the values belonging to
the structures listed in table 4.2. These structures represent the two material
series at 1.3µm and 1.55µm.
icity of the bands. |Q(ǫ)| decreases with ǫ due to band mixing. The net effect
on the product D(ǫ)|Q(ǫ)|2 is an initial, approximately linear increase followed
by a drop to very low values when the conduction subband becomes essentially
nitrogen-type due to anticrossing with the N-level. To get an understanding of
the role of band structure, dipole strength, and wavelength, one can evaluate
the free carrier result for an estimate of the gain limit,
glim =
ǫπ
2ǫ0nbc~L
D(ǫ)|Q(ǫ)|2. (4.1)
ǫ is given by the bandedge, ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space, nb is the
background refractive index, c the speed of light, and L the QW width. The
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result is shown in figure 4.5. The differences between the two series are due
to the higher effective electron and hole masses in case of the constant strain
exx = −1% series. In order to obtain the true value, Coulomb interaction and
carrier scattering have to be included, which raises the limit somewhat [65].
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Figure 4.6: Gain at high excitation intensities:
a) Gain spectra for a 6nm Ga0.6In0.4N0.023As0.977 QW at carrier densities of
(1.87,3,4,5,7,10,12,13,15)×1012cm−2. At carrier density 1.87×1012cm−2 the
structure has a peak gain of 103cm−1 at 1.55µm. The curves show the on-
set of gain from the second conduction to the second valence band.
b) The carrier density and the shift of the gain peak wavelength for the same
structure. The shift is determined with respect to 1.55µm.
However, before a limit in the peak gain can be observed in the spectra,
the inversion with respect to the second conduction band and the second va-
lence band gets so high, that the gain spectrum peaks at this higher optical
transition. Figure 4.6a shows this situation for the 40% In sample for 1.55µm
emission. The anticrossing between conduction band and nitrogen level sig-
nificantly reduces the energetic separation between the conduction subbands
compared to conventional non-nitride materials like InGaAs. Thus the second
strong optical transition, i.e., the transition from the second conduction to the
second valence band appears at comparatively low energy. The optical transi-
tions from the lowest conduction band into the second or higher hole subbands
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suffer either from a weak transition probability (symmetry of the confinement
wave functions!) or small occupation of the hole states and do not contribute
significantly to the gain. Figure 4.5 includes the peak gain for the situation
where the peaks of the first and of the second transition are of the same height
(”2nd trans.”).
Plotting the necessary carrier density versus the obtained peak gain, as
done in figure 4.6b, demonstrates how the gain from the lowest optical tran-
sition approaches its limit and the addition of further carriers has little effect
in increasing the peak gain until the next optical transitions adds to the gain.
The figure also depicts the shift of the gain peak position with increasing peak
gain which is particularly strong just before the gain from the next transition
takes over. Figure 4.7a shows the wavelength shift for the structures of ta-
ble 4.2 that represent the 40% indium and the constant strain series at 1.3µm
and 1.55µm. A higher gain can be achieved in stronger strained and lower
wavelength samples without paying the price of a too high wavelength shift.
The strong shift of the gain peak is clearly obstructive in building a long
wavelength laser if the carrier losses associated with the strong excitation do
not set an even lower limit. Therefore, in the following computed spectra are
shown up to the point where the gain at the higher transition surpasses the
one from the lowest transition.
The linewidth enhancement factor (LWEF) (see Appendix B) provides in-
formation on how the active material will influence the light beam quality.
Most importantly for VCSEL application, a non zero alpha gives rise to a fre-
quency chirp in a modulated laser output. It is desirable to have LWEF = 0,
but normally LWEF ≈ 2 is found at the gain maximumI in semiconductor
lasers. Figure 4.7b shows the LWEF at the gain peak for all samples. For
stronger strained and lower wavelength samples the gain range, where the
LWEF assumes low values, is wider. These are the same trends as found for
the shift of the gain peak.
4.2.4 Carrier Loss
A heterostructure begins to lase when the amplification of the light beam
within one roundtrip begins to exceed the optical loss caused by absorption
and transmission through the resonator mirrors within the same roundtrip.
After the onset of lasing, gain and carrier density are clamped close to the
IA semiconductor laser tends to lase in one ore more modes close to the gain peak due to
gain clamping as long as the optical resonator does not enforce a certain wavelength. Gain
clamping describes the fact that the ”loss” due to stimulated emission, i.e. lasing, holds the
carrier density and thus the gain at the threshold values in steady state operation.
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Figure 4.7: a) The shift of the gain peak to shorter wavelengths with growing
gain for the samples exx = −1%, λpeak = 1.55µm (dash-dotted); exx = −1%,
λpeak = 1.3µm (dashed); exx = −2.35%, λpeak = 1.55µm (dotted); exx =
−2.68%, λpeak = 1.3µm (solid). Strains of exx = −2.35% and exx = −2.68%
correspond to samples containing 40% In.
b) The corresponding LWEF-factors at the gain peak.
threshold values. However, stimulated recombination has to compete with
various other mechanisms for carrier recombination. The most important of
these are spontaneous recombination, the Auger effect, and the nonradiative
recombination from deep level traps [57,66,67]. Thus, part of the pump current
is lost and even worse, contributes to heating of the device. Heating reduces the
gain by flattening the carrier distribution. Heating also shifts the gap energy
and consecutively the gain spectrum. In devices operating at an emission
wavelength fixed by an optical resonator the shift eventually detunes the gain
spectrum and the laser mode and stops lasing.
Experimental long wavelength structures so far show a strong reduction of
the luminescence intensity compared to their shorter wavelength counterparts.
Conventionally, this is assumed to be due to a strong increase of the defect loss
current which can be reduced by optimizing the material growth. Spontaneous
emission could only be suppressed if the light modes are removed from the QW,
e.g., if the QW is placed in a photonic crystal. The Auger effect is a higher-
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order effect of carrier-carrier and carrier-phonon scattering and thus intrinsic
to the confined carrier density. The dependence of the total loss current Jtot
on carrier density ρ is often described by power laws with exponents of one
(defect current), two (radiative loss), and three (Auger loss) [67, 68]
Jtot = Aρ+Bρ
2 + Cρ3. (4.2)
Usually one assumes that the coefficients A, B and C are constant with re-
spect to ρ. The values of the B and C coefficients are then determined by the
temperature, by the composition and by the widths of the layers that make
up the structure. If this assumption holds, one can evaluate the coefficients
experimentally, however, in order to determine absolute values for the carrier
density some theory to experiment comparison is needed [67]. The monomolec-
ular loss component Jmono = Aρ is given by the temperature and the quality of
the individual crystal, proper values for A can only be established by individual
experiments. For the coefficients B and C the better values are obtained from
microscopic theory because the simple power laws fail to take into account that
B and C [69] decrease with increasing carrier density, once the band minimum
states are filled to a degree where the carrier distribution deviates significantly
from a Boltzmann distribution.
Although the total loss is easily measured, it is difficult to experimentally
distinguish the individual components besides the challenge to determine the
carrier density. With the theory presented in this work, i.e. the multiband
semiconductor luminescence (2.34,2.35,2.40) and the multiband semiconductor
Bloch equations [2, 30], the spontaneous emission Jsp and the carrier density
necessary for a certain gain can be calculated and are discussed below. For
figure 4.8, Jsp is computed using this microscopic theory
II and the result is
divided by ρ2. The resulting B clearly shows the mentioned decrease with
carrier density. The lowest carrier densities shown are the densities where gain
sets in. The dependency of B on the carrier density is discussed in more detail
in section 5.3.5. From experiments [67] a valueB = 21.5×10−24Acm2 is derived
at 300K and ρ = 2.2×1012cm−2 for a single quantum well nominally composed
of a 6.4nm wide Ga0.64In0.36N0.017As0.983 well between GaAs barriers. This is
IIFor the total radiative loss it is assumed that both propagating and guided modes
contribute to the loss, i.e. (
∑
q
[. . .] ≈ (nbS)3/(2pi)3
∫
dΩ dq q2[. . .]) is used in ( ∂
∂t
ρ =
−1/A∑σ,q ∂∂t∆〈b†σqbσq〉), see equations (2.34) and (2.38). Here, nb denotes the background
refractive index, S the quantization length of the light modes and A the quantum well
area. This leads to ∂
∂t
ρ = − 1
A
(nbS)3/(4pi2)
∑
σ
∫
d cos[θ]
∫
(dωq/c) (ω
2
q
/c2)[ ∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉]
where finally
∑
σ
∫
d cos[θ][. . .] results in a factor of 4/3 for the transverse electric and
2/3 for the transverse magnetic polarization direction, compare also figures 3.4 and 3.7, and
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉 is evaluated at q = 0 only. Correspondingly, an average light mode strength
at the quantum well of |uQWσ,q | = 1/(nbS
3
2 ) is used in equation (2.3) and (A.6).
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Figure 4.8: Coefficient B for the phenomenological modeling of spontaneous
emission loss. For high carrier densities as presented here, B is obviously no
longer a constant. The values for the 40% In series at 1.55µm (1.3µm) are
given by the dotted (solid) curve, the constant strain series at 1.55µm (1.3µm)
is given by the dash-dotted (dashed) lines. Table 4.2 contains the details about
the shown structures. The temperature is 300K.
in good agreement with the values calculated here, however, the derivation
in [67] is subject to the above mentioned problems.
The carrier density necessary to achieve a certain gain is presented in fig-
ure 4.9a (right axis) for the four representative samples from table 4.2. Com-
parison of figure 4.9a and its inset shows a different trend for ρ in different
excitation regimes. At higher gains, the required ρ increases with wavelength.
The reason is that the wavelength factor in the gain formula has to be compen-
sated by a higher carrier density, additionally Pauli blocking reduces the effect
of adding carriers. In contrast, at low gains the necessary ρ changes little, and
is even decreasing with emission wavelength if the strain is kept constant, i.e.,
for exx = −1%. In terms of the phenomenological expression for the various
loss contributions, (4.2), the following conclusion can be drawn: long wave-
length samples are not more sensitive to nonradiative losses for small gains
with respect to their shorter wavelength counterparts as long as the strain
remains the same. However, since no statement about the A and the C coeffi-
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cients can be made at this point, this is not yet a prediction of the values for
the monomolecular and the Auger loss.
Going to lower frequencies diminishes the available mode density for lumi-
nescence, which reduces the rate of the spontaneous emission of photons, i.e.,
the radiative loss shown in figure 4.9b. As can be seen from figure 4.9b, this
reduction is strong enough to attain the same peak gain while suffering less
radiative loss at longer wavelengths for comparably strained active layers and
up to medium high gains. Expressed in numbers the radiative loss shrinks by
about 32 Acm−2 (35 Acm−2) for the 40%In series (exx = −1% series) going
from 1.3µm to 1.55µm. The effect of increasing compressive strain when going
from the exx = −1% to the 40%In samples is to increase the peak gain by a fac-
tor of 1.09 (1.14) at 1.55µm (1.3µm) while overcoming the same radiative loss.
These simple factors and shifts are effective for peak gains below 3000cm−1.
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Figure 4.9: a) Carrier density ρ versus peak gain for the 40% In samples and
for the samples with constant strain exx = −1%. The values at the left axis are
obtained multiplying ρ with A = eγ, where e is the unit charge and γ = 109s−1
a typical [67] monomolecular decay constant for 1.3µm material. The inset is
a magnification of the curves at small gains. The temperature is 300K.
b) The radiative recombination current for the same samples. Again the inset
shows a magnification of the curves at small gain.
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Figure 4.10: a) Carrier densities ρ necessary at 300K to achieve a peak gain
of 1000cm−1 or 3800cm−1 respectively versus the gain peak wavelength at
1000cm−1. The thick solid curve gives the values for the 40% indium se-
ries, the thin dashed lines for the (exx = −1% series). The monomolecular
loss is obtained by multiplying ρ with A = eγ, where e is the unit charge
and γ = 109s−1 [67]. By plotting the 3800cm−1 gain curves versus the peak
wavelength at 1000cm−1, it is ensured that the values belonging to the same
structure appear vertically on top of each other. However the gain peak at
3800cm−1 is subject to the shift shown in figure 4.7.
b) Spontaneous emission versus the gain peak wavelength at 1000cm−1 in anal-
ogy to a).The line styles also refer to the same structures as in a).
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Figure 4.11: a) Spontaneous emission current Jsp, monomolecular loss current
Jmono, Auger current Jaug and total loss current Jtot for the 40% In samples at
1.3µm (solid) and 1.55µm(dotted). The coefficient for Jmono is A = e×109s−1.
b)The same loss currents for the constant strain samples exx = −1% at 1.3µm
(dashed) and 1.55µm(dash-dotted).
c) The total loss current for all samples for a higher defect current, A =
e× 8× 109s−1. Circles mark the points where Jmono = Jaug. The temperature
is 300K for subplots a)-c).
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To give at least a qualitative comparison of the different loss components
the simple expression Jaug = Cρ
3 from formula (4.2) is utilized for the Auger
part. For the Auger coefficient a value C = 81.74 × 10−36Acm4 is taken
which is obtained from the Auger current computed with an extension of the
semiconductor Bloch equations for a similar structure [70]. In principle the
value of C should decrease with carrier density as mentioned and it should
increase with wavelength. It is possible to derive an analytic expression [71,72]
that relates the Auger rate to the gap energy
C ∝ exp
[
− m
c
mc +mh
Eg
kBT
]
, (4.3)
which is determined by the effective masses mc,h of electrons and holes and
the gap energy Eg, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature. For
the structures investigated here, this factor leads to an increase of C when
going from 1.3µm to 1.55µm by a factor of about 9.5 for both material series.
However, since it is not known from a calculation, how well the value of C =
81.74 × 10−36Acm4 reflects the situation at 1.3µm, C is kept constant for all
structures and at all densities in the following. For A two values for similar
GaInNAs structures at 1.3µm emission are taken from the literature: A =
e × 109s−1 [67] (already used in figure 4.9a and figure 4.10a to scale the left
ordinate) and A = e× 8× 109s−1 [73] where e is the unit charge. The result is
shown in figures 4.11a-c. Figures 4.11a and 4.11b show the defect current, the
spontaneous emission, the Auger current, and the total loss obtained for the
two material series at 1.3µm and 1.55µm. The monomolecular loss constant
is chosen A = e × 1 × 109s−1 for figures 4.11a-b. The effect of an increased
defect current is shown in figure 4.11c, which includes the total losses for all
structures using the higher monomolecular loss constant A = e × 8 × 109s−1.
Circles indicate the gain where the Auger current becomes larger than the
spontaneous emission current.
The nonradiative losses grow faster than a simple exponential with in-
creasing peak gain due to gain roll over. However, the increase of the Auger
current with gain is overestimated because the decrease of coefficient C with
increasing carrier density can not be taken into account without a detailed
calculation. The comparison suggests that the spontaneous emission plays a
minor role compared to the nonradiative losses. Judging from the present
work, the Auger current will become a dominant issue once the crystal quality
of the 1.55µm samples reach the quality of the 1.3µm samples. This should be
subject to a more detailed investigation in the future.
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4.2.5 Optimal Laser Operation Range
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Figure 4.12: Ratio of necessary carrier density to peak gain. The right axis
gives the defect current lost per gain for a loss coefficient A = e× 109s−1 [67].
The curves indicate the optimal threshold gain for structures dominated by
losses from defects. The data is for 300K, for details about the samples see
table 4.2.
There is an optimal range for laser operation, where the ratio of loss current
per obtained amount of gain becomes a minimum. VCSELs usually contain
several QWs. Therefore a VCSEL design can be improved by adding or remov-
ing QWs in order to operate the QWs in the optimal range while providing
the same modalIII threshold gain. The analysis in section 4.2.4 indicates the
strong influence of the Auger effect, on the other hand experimental structures
so far tend to suffer strongly from monomolecular losses.
Figures 4.12 shows the ratio of carrier density to peak gain and the ratio of
monomolecular loss per gain. For structures dominated by this loss mechanism,
the minima of the curves in figure 4.12 give the threshold gain values, where the
pump current is most efficiently turned into light amplification. Note however,
that A = e× 109s−1 is rather a typical value for a working laser, the resulting
IIIModal gain: gain effectively experienced by the light mode traveling through the struc-
ture. The modal gain depends on the overlap of the light mode with the active region.
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monomolecular loss is of comparable magnitude to the other loss components,
see also the previous section 4.2.4.
Due to the different carrier density dependency of monomolecular loss,
spontaneous emission and Auger effect, the minimal loss to gain ratios occur
at different carrier densities and consequently at different gains, if each loss
component is treated separately. The minimum for the radiative decay occurs
at lower gain compared to the monomolecular loss, and at still lower gains for
the Auger loss.
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Figure 4.13: Ratio of total loss to peak gain for the same samples as figure 4.12.
The coefficients A = e × 109s−1 [67] and C = 81.74 × 10−36Acm4 [70] are
used to obtain values for the defect and the Auger current respectively. The
temperature is 300K.
Figure 4.13 shows the ratio of total loss to achievable gain. The nonradia-
tive contributions to the total loss are obtained with constants A = e×109s−1
and C = 81.74 × 10−36Acm4, which have already been used in the previous
section 4.2.4. This figure shows the optimal gain range for structures that have
the quality to build a laser. Table 4.3 lists the curve minima of figures 4.12
and 4.13.
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40% In -1% strain
wavelength [µm] 1.3 1.55 1.3 1.55
gpk,mono[10
3cm−1] 2.40 1.96 2.18 1.88
(Aρ)/gpk [Acm
−1] 0.194 0.242 0.271 0.314
gpk,tot[10
3cm−1] 1.25 1.03 1.19 0.89
Jtot/gpk [Acm
−1] 0.73 0.88 1.48 1.52
Table 4.3: The curve minima of figures 4.12 and 4.13. The first two lines give
the peak gain gpk,mono for the minimal ratio of monomolecular loss current to
gain (Aρ)/gpk. The last two rows show the peak gain gpk,tot for an optimized
total loss to peak gain ratio Jtot/gpk.
4.2.6 Conclusion
From the analysis in this chapter the GaInNAs material remains a good can-
didate for the fabrication of 1.55µm lasers. For gain up to about 1000cm−1
the longer wavelength structures require only slightly different carrier densities
for the same peak gain and are thus not more sensitive to nonradiative loss as
long as the strain is comparable. Compressive strain is beneficial in reducing
the necessary carrier density for a certain gain. Comparing the exx = −1%
series and the stronger strained 40% In series, the reduction of carrier density
is between 1.37 at 1.3µm and 1.27 at 1.55µm. More compressive strain causes
also higher differential gain and a reduced line width enhancement factor. The
spontaneous emission depends only weakly on strain.
The spontaneous emission current even decreases when going to longer
wavelengths. However, the analysis suggests the Auger loss to be far more
important than the spontaneous emission. This should be subject to a rigorous
modeling in future, since in this work only a simplified model for the Auger
loss was applied.
Band structure effects obstructing lasing were not found, however band
structure effects as well as the general inverse proportionality of gain to the
wavelength decrease the maximal achievable gain in 1.55µm structures com-
pared to 1.3µm structures by, as a rule of thumb, 20%. The same reduction
roughly applies to the maximum gain that can practically be achieved be-
cause of other limiting effects: when the peak gain is increasing beyond about
1000cm−1 one finds gain roll over, a rapidly increasing blue shift of the gain
peak, and rapid degradation of the linewidth enhancement factor.
In consideration of the most important carrier loss mechanisms, the opti-
mal gain range, where the pump current is most efficiently turned into light
amplification, is between 1000cm−1 and 2000cm−1 for all observed structures.
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This is also the gain range where the lowest linewidth enhancement factor and
the least gain peak shift is found. As long as the defect current dominates the
losses, the gain to loss ratio can be improved by increasing the threshold gain
to 1900cm−1.
Chapter 5
Optical Signatures of
Type I-Type II Transitions
In contrast to conventional semiconductor heterostructures, in type II aligned
structures electrons and holes are confined in different layers. This special
alignment changes optical spectra in various ways. The spatial separation
of the excited carrier densities gives also rise to an electrostatic potential.
In the first part of the chapter, the line width enhancement factor for a
GaAsSb/InGaAs/GaAs type II structure is computed and discussed. Addi-
tionally to increasing the laser wavelength, the type II alignment leads to a
more favorable line width enhancement factor. For the second investigation
presented here, GaAsSb is replaced by GaNAs. The previous chapter deals
with the technological importance of the dilute nitrides. This work demon-
strates how microscopic calculations can be used to extract band structure
parameters from optical measurements. It clarifies relevant parameters of the
GaNAs, in particular the band alignment of GaNAs. It turns out, that GaNAs
changes from a type I alignment to a type II alignment with respect to InGaAs
with increasing nitrogen content. The fingerprints of the special band align-
ment on the experimental spectra are recognized when the experiments are
compared to calculations for various trial band alignments. The correct band
structure parameters for GaNAs are found when one arrives at an overall agree-
ment of different experimental spectra with calculations, which are all based
on a single set of band structure parameters and no individual line fitting is
used.
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5.1 Background: Type II Band Alignment
Semiconductor heterostructures consist of different bandgap materials grown
on top of each other. The band edges of the different materials form potential
wells in the growth direction. Then, in quasi-equilibrium the excited carriers
concentrate in the potential minima, i.e. the deepest well. In most heterostruc-
tures the layer with the smallest gap energy aligns in such a way between the
other layers that it forms the deepest well for both electrons and holes. This is
called a type I alignment. For some material combinations though the smallest
gap energy is shifted relatively to the adjacent layers such that only one type
of carrier is confined in this layer and the energy minimum for the other car-
rier type is in a different layer. Such a band alignment is denoted as type II.
Figure 5.1 sketches both types. Exact values for the energy offset between
different layers are difficult to determine experimentally. Conventionally, the
offset is described by a fraction of the gap energy difference as depicted in
Figure 5.1. In this work, the alignment of the conduction and valence bands
is always given relative to the GaAs substrate.
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Figure 5.1: The alignment of gap energies of heterostructure layers. The off-
sets ∆cb and ∆vb are modeled by specifying the ratio ∆cb/∆vb, for details see
appendix C. The GaAs substrate serves as reference gap energy. The band
alignment leads to either type I or type II structures.
The lowest, spatially indirect optical transition energy E2 in a type II struc-
ture is smaller than the energy Ea that would be achieved if one hypothetically
shifted the gaps into a type I alignment ”by hand”, compare figure 5.1. There-
fore, type II alignment is a way to grow an active material operating at a longer
wavelength than any one of the constituting materials would in a type I align-
ment. It was for this property that people became first interested in type II
structures [74–77].
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Figure 5.2: The effect of the electrostatic field Φ caused by the separated charge
distributions in type II structures. The shaded areas sketch the confinement
wave functions Ψ for the energetically lowest states. Eg is the confinement
potential for zero carrier density and Eg+Φ the effective confinement potential
for finite carrier density. The electrostatic field deforms the wave functions as
indicated by the arrows, which increases the overlap of electrons and holes.
The dipole strength of the optical transition is proportional to the overlap
of the confinement wave functions. In type II structures, the spatial separation
of the carriers reduces this overlap. The resulting weak gain or luminescence
is clearly not what one wants for applications in optical devices. But for
situations where it is desired to maintain an electron-hole plasma without
radiative decay, a strong type II confinement can be very instrumental [78].
The separated charge carriers in a type II structure attract each other via
the Coulomb force, see figure 5.2. They form an electrostatic potential that
modifies the confinement potential. The attraction increases the wave function
overlap, see figure 5.3 for an example of the resulting dipole matrix element.
The effect is beneficial for lasing: at low carrier densities the spontaneous emis-
sion loss is reduced while for higher carrier densities a high gain is provided.
Additionally the transition energy is blue-shifted by the electrostatic potential.
The reason is that the electrostatic potential is not constant in space and is
acting opposite to its physical origin according to Lenz’ rule. Since the form
of the wave function affects the Coulomb interaction matrix elements used in
the equations of motion, many-body effects like phase space filling, band-gap
renormalization, and Coulomb enhancement are also modified.
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Figure 5.3: Dipole strength for zero and for finite carrier density in a type II
structure. The change is due to the Coulomb attraction which increases the
spatial overlap of carriers. The structure is a 9.6nm In0.232Ga0.768As QW sur-
rounded by GaN0.0116As0.9884. The temperature is 40K, and the carrier density
is 1011cm−2.
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5.2 Line Width Enhancement Factor in
GaAsSb/InGaAs
- Improved Laser Beam Characteristics
The optimum transmission characteristics of optical fibers in the 1.3-1.55 µm
wavelength range generates significant interest in suitably optimized semicon-
ductor laser structures. For vertical-cavity surface-emitting laser (VCSEL),
gain structures that can be epitaxially grown on a GaAs substrate are par-
ticularly well suited because of the high-quality Bragg mirrors that can be
produced routinely [79, 80], see also chapter 4.1.
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Figure 5.4: Schematic diagram of electron and hole confinement energies in a
type II GaAsSb/InGaAs/GaAs quantum well structure. (After reference [81])
Examples for such a system are GaAsSb/InGaAs/GaAs type II QW struc-
tures [77,82,83]. The type II alignment of GaAsSb relative to InGaAs is used
to decrease the transition energy that would be found in an InGaAs type I
QW. Figure 5.4 sketches the gap alignment. Calculations show the type II
characteristics: an increase in the oscillator strength and a blue shift of the
gain peak for increasing carrier density [84]. The carrier density dependence
imposes the question whether the line width enhancement factor (LWEF) de-
fined in equation (B.1) is also affected. Indeed it is shown here, that the type II
alignment also reduces the LWEF. A low LWEF is beneficial to ensure that a
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good laser beam quality can be achieved with the active material.
A series of three GaAs0.7Sb0.3/Ga0.85In0.15As/GaAs structures with differ-
ent well widths w1,2 is used to demonstrate the effect of increasing confinement
and separation. The material parameters for the four band Luttinger-Kohn
k · p-calculation are taken from references [85, 86], and the conduction band
to valence band offset ratios [47] are taken to be 60:40 for InGaAs/GaAs and
10:90 for GaAsSb/GaAs. The semiconductor Bloch equations including the
electron-electron scattering rates on 2nd Born-Markov level are solved.
5.2.1 Results
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Figure 5.5: Calculated
transverse electric (TE) gain
spectra for the GaAs0.7Sb0.3/
Ga0.85In0.15As/ GaAs type II
QW structure at T = 300K.
Figure (a) is the data for
well widths w1 = w2 = 4nm
and carrier densities
N = 0.8− 2.0× 1012cm−2
in 2× 1011cm−2 incre-
ments. Figure (b)
is for w1 = w2 = 6nm
and carrier densities
N = 1.0− 2.0× 1012cm−2.
In figure (c), the widths
are w1 = w2 = 8nm
and carrier densities
N = 1.2− 2.0× 1012cm−2.
The circles mark the gain
maximum. (After refer-
ence [81])
Figure 5.5 shows the calculated gain curves for three different well widths
w1 = w2 = 4nm, 6nm, and 8nm (compare Figure 5.4). The data shows the
lasing capability of the structures and the interplay of quantum confinement
and the electrostatic potential. The fact that the carrier density necessary to
obtain a certain gain increases for a more pronounced type II structure, i.e.
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with increasing average distance between the hole and electron distribution,
indicates that the sensitivity to nonradiative losses also increases. For the 8nm
well width sample the carrier density to obtain a gain of 150cm−1 goes up by
a factor of about 1.4 compared to the 4nm well structure. The radiative loss is
subject to the same reduction of the dipole strength like the gain and is thus
practically unchanged.
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Figure 5.6: The linewidth enhancement factor (LWEF) is a function of
photon energy and carrier density. The data is computed at 300K for a
GaAs0.7Sb0.3/Ga0.85In0.15As/GaAs type II QW structure for layer thicknesses
of w1 = w2 = 8nm. Thick lines represent the LWEF including all relevant
subbands. Thin lines give the LWEF resulting from the transition between
lowest conduction and highest valence band only. Dots indicate the location
of the gain maximum. (After reference [81])
Figure 5.6 presents the LWEF for the structure with 8nm well width for
two carrier densities. Aside from the bump around 1.02eV, the spectra show
the typical QW-laser characteristics. The bump is caused by the exciton res-
onances of the e2 − hh2 and the e3 − hh1 subband transitions at 1.012eV
and 1.0275eV respectively. While only the lowest conduction and the high-
est valence band directly influence the gain, higher subbands give significant
contributions to the real part of the optical susceptibility and the LWEF. The
homogeneous part of the semiconductor Bloch equations causes a resonance
term (∆ǫ + iγ)−1 in the solution for the optical susceptibility. ∆ǫ/~ is the
effective detuning between the renormalized frequency of the microscopic po-
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larization and the light frequency. γ/~ is the effective dephasing rate. The
imaginary part of this function is a Lorentzian or, for vanishing γ, a delta-
function and appears in the imaginary part of the susceptibility and thus in
gain and absorption. In the real part of the susceptibility the real part of
the resonance term occurs, which decays slower with growing ∆ǫ. Therefore, a
wider energy range (principal value integral for γ → 0) contributes significantly
to the real part of the susceptibility and consequently to the LWEF.
The thin lines in figure 5.6 show the LWEF calculated using the first con-
duction and valence bands only. The thick lines also contain the contributions
of other subbands. The calculation converges when all barrier confined con-
duction subbands and six to eight barrier confined valence subbands are taken
into account.
The computed LWEF at maximum gain compared to the round trip gain
for all three structures is plotted in figure 5.7. The round trip gain is given by
2Γgpk(w1+2w2) where Γ = 2 for a VCSEL with one QW, which is located at the
optical mode antinode, and gpk is the maximum gain for a given carrier density.
w1 and w2 are the widths of the GaSbAs and the InGaAs layers, respectively.
The round trip gain is used to distinguish the characteristic type II effects
from the mere well width effect. The curves show large LWEF values at small
round trip gain values, which rapidly reduces to α ≈ 0.75 as soon as the carrier
density is clearly above the typical lasing threshold. This reduction is due to
the carrier density dependence of the dipole matrix element caused by the
screening of the electrostatic potential. The reduction is significant compared
to α ≈ 2 which is normally found in semiconductor heterostructures. The
fact, that the LWEF is relatively excitation and structure independent after
the onset of gain is beneficial since it allows flexibility in device design.
The results for the LWEF are independent of whether or not taking losses
into account. Hence, the calculations indicate that the type II quantum well
structure is not only a way to enhance the wavelength range of GaAs based
structures into the infrared but also has an improved operation characteristic.
The low linewidth enhancement and antiguiding factor promises a sharp laser
line, reduced filamentation, and low frequency chirp under modulation.
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Figure 5.7: A low linewidth enhancement factor at peak gain is found for a
gain above about 500 for the structures considered in figure 5.5. The round
trip gain is used on the abscissa to show the result irrespective of the well
width. (After reference [81])
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5.3 Type I-Type II Transition in
GaNAs/InGaAs/GaAs
- Learning from a Systematic Modeling of
Various Optical Measurements
This section has two main aspects. Firstly it demonstrates that the knowledge
of the band structure and the physical conditions suffices to calculate in detail
the optical spectra with the help of the multiband semiconductor Bloch and
semiconductor luminescence equations for a specified heterostructure which
is subject to a series of experiments. No attempts are made to improve the
matching of individual spectra. The agreement of theory and experiments
presented here is solely to the credit of the correct band structure and the
microscopic equations taking all necessary interactions into account. This is
in line with the successful quantitative prediction of gain after the theory to
experiment comparison of luminescence in chapter 3.2.2. On the other hand,
the initial question dealt with the band alignment of GaNxAs1−x which was
not well known at the beginning of this investigation. Several band alignments
have been tested with theory bridging the gap between band parameters and
experimentally observed spectra. The overall agreement of all performed the-
ory to experiment comparisons for a series of structures is evidence for the
correct band alignment parameter. It is shown that GaNxAs1−x is type II
aligned relative to InyGa1−yAs for certain x (y). The accuracy of other band
structure parameters is also improved, see appendix C.
5.3.1 Investigated Structures
GaNAs layers are often used in GaInNAs structures. The prospects of GaIn-
NAs as an active material for GaAs based long wavelength lasing has been
discussed in chapter 4. As pointed out, the performance improves with com-
pressive strain, e.g., the sensitivity to nonradiative losses is reduced. To ensure
stable growth of multilayer structures, the strain can be compensated by con-
trarily strained layers, for GaInNAs tensile strained GaNAs does the job.
The samples under investigation are grown on GaAs and are triple QW
structures where one unit consists of an on average 10nm wide In0.23Ga0.77As
layer between two approximately 40nm wide GaNxAs1−x layers, see table 5.1.
In order to scan the band alignment depending on nitrogen content, a series
of structures with x varying between 0.43% and 1.88%I is examined. The
IIn this thesis the lengths and the chemical composition used in the calculation are given.
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chemical composition and the layer widths were verified using X-ray diffraction
spectroscopy to an accuracy of ±1.5% (±0.5%) for the In (N) content. For
more details see appendix C.
x [%] 0.43 0.87 1.16 1.88
y [%] 21.1 21.9 23.2 23.2
width InGaAs [nm] 10.35 10.0 9.6 9.5
width GaNAs [nm] 34.7 40.6 41.9 39.4
Table 5.1: The data of the GaNxAs1−x/InyGa1−y/GaAs structures used for the
investigation of the type I to type II transition with varying N-content.
From the band anticrossing model for the dilute nitrides, see chapter 4.1,
it is a straightforward assumption that in heterostructures the band anticross-
ing shifts primarily the conduction band edge of the dilute nitride layer with
respect to the band edges of adjacent layers and acts less on the valence band
edge. The band alignment of the InGaAs on the other hand is well described by
a ratio ∆cb/∆vb of 64:36 (see figure 5.1) which is prospectively a more uniform
partitioning of the conduction and valence band offset than in dilute nitrides.
It should be kept in mind, that the band edges of the GaAs are the reference
energies. If the gap energies of InGaAs and GaNAs become comparable, the
difference in the band alignment leads to a type II structure as demonstrated
in the following.
5.3.2 Applied Spectroscopic Methods
The applied investigation techniques include photoreflectance (PR) spec-
troscopy, steady state luminescence (PL), and the measurement of the radia-
tive decay using a streak camera set upII. The methods have their individual
strengths that are used for a complete characterization of the structures.
As shown in figure 5.3.2, the PR signal is given by the difference measured
in the reflection of a probe beam for the two cases: 1) that the crystal is
simultaneously excited by a second, modulating light beam or 2) remains un-
excited. PR is especially sensitive to critical points of the optical susceptibility.
PR is also convenient to apply because it is measured through the surface and
In reference [87] the values obtained from x-ray diffraction measurement are used to conform
to an earlier experimental work [88]. The values for the computation are determined by
the signatures in the photoreflectance spectra at 300K and match within the experimental
accuracy the values from the X-ray measurement.
IIThe photoreflectance and the steady state luminescence were measured by H. Gru¨ning,
the radiative decay by K. Hantke at the Philipps-Universita¨t Marburg.
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Figure 5.8: Schematical illustra-
tion of photomodulated reflectance
spectroscopy. The reflected beam
is an interfering sum of reflections
from various interfaces. The photo-
modulated reflectance signal is the
relative difference of the reflection
coefficient of the modulated and
the unmodulated situation.
does not require a complicated processing of the sample. It is important to
note that the amplitude of the PR signal scales with the optical dipole ma-
trix element as is the case also for other spectra determined by the optical
susceptibility such as absorption. Although being a differential technique, the
reflection coefficient has a strong contribution from the background refractive
index that might conceal the small refractive index change induced by a weak
optical transition. Due to their reduced matrix element at low carrier densities,
type II optical transitions show very weak or no signatures at all in PR.
On the other hand, type II optical transitions connect the energetically
lowest bands which contain most of the charge carriers in quasi-equilibrium.
Since the luminescence depends strongly on the carrier occupation probability
of the initial and the final state, a type II optical transition can still yield a
peak in the luminescence spectrum, compare the discussion in section 3.2.1.
Therefore, PR and steady state PL offer a way to distinguish between type I
and type II situations.
The PL intensity for a given carrier density is proportional to the square
of the dipole matrix element since the dipole matrixelement appears not only
in the source term of the semiconductor luminescence equation (2.40) but also
in the sum over the photon-assisted polarizations (2.35). Thus, PL intensity
is a measure for the transition strength or, if several optical transitions con-
tribute to the luminescence spectrum, an effective transition strength. Less
PL intensity is equivalent to a slower radiative recombination of the carriers,
which in turn results in a slower decay of PL. Therefore, it is possible to mea-
sure relative dipole strengths by investigating the decay time for PL after a
pulsed excitation, e.g., using a streak camera. In order to identify the decay
time with the radiative recombination the experiments have to be carried out
under physical conditions such that radiative recombination dominates other
possible losses.
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5.3.3 Photoreflectance
To the author’s knowledge this work presents the first PR spectra calculated
with the help of a microscopic model for the optical material response. There-
fore, the approach is briefly described together with the findings about the
modulation mechanism. For the theoretical PR spectra the relation
PR(ω) =
2(R0(ω)− Rx(ω))
R0(ω) +Rx(ω)
, (5.1)
is used. Rx denotes the reflection coefficient during modulation, and R0 dur-
ing the neutral state. The reflection R from a single interface between two
dielectric media is given by Fresnel’s formula
R = 1− 4n0na
(n0 + na)2
, (5.2)
for the case of perpendicular incidenceIII. na and n0 denote the indices of
refraction of the active and the passive material respectively. The calculated
optical susceptibility χ determines na
na(ω) =
√
0.5
[
ǫb +Re[χ(ω)] +
√
(ǫb +Re[χ(ω)])2 + (Im[χ(ω)])2
] 1
2
. (5.3)
The susceptibility χ itself is obtained by solving the multiband semiconductor
Bloch equations IV for quasi-stationary conditions, i.e., the carrier occupation
numbers are given by Fermi distributions.
The pump beam increases the carrier density in the system, but depending
on the subsequent carrier distribution, the consequences are different. These
carriers could scatter into the QWs where a substantial increase of the phase
space occupation alters the optical susceptibility. The carriers could also oc-
cupy spatially separated regions and modify internal fields. This leads to a
modification of the confinement potentials and, thus, of the single particle en-
ergies. Which of the modulated quantities is responsible for the PR signal has
IIIIn the experiment the angle of incident of the probe beam on the sample is closer to 30◦
but for the cases considered here the resulting differences are negligible.
IVIn general, the total reflection is a superposition of the reflections from all interfaces
including multiple reflection [89]. For the triple QW structures investigated here the resulting
PR spectrum did not change significantly if the multiple reflection was taken into account.
If the computed refractive index originates from transitions between unconfined states, as
is the case for elevated energies, it has to be assigned to the complete structure, rather
than to a specific layer, because the wave functions extend over the complete structure. For
this reasons, the reflection coefficient was calculated using a single interface according to
equation (5.2). For the shape of the PR spectrum it was also unimportant whether the
interface was between active material and air or active material and passive material.
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Figure 5.9: Calculated (solid) and measured (dotted) photomodulated re-
flectance (PR) spectra for a structure consisting of 9.4nm wide In0.23Ga0.77As
wells between 35nm wide GaN0.0043As0.9957 barriers. The dashed line shows
the calculated absorption spectrum, which is vertically displaced for clarity.
The vertical lines mark the peak absorption energies between the InGaAs-
confined subbands. The temperature is 300K and the calculated spectra are
inhomogeneously broadened by 6.7meV FWHM. (After reference [87])
so far remained an open question in the literature [90–94]. Conventionally, it is
assumed that the modulation of the internal electric field plays the dominant
role. The argument is that internal fields affect all bands in the same way
which is in line with the fact that PR resonances are observed not only for the
band minimum but also for elevated energies in experiments. However, there
is a difference whether the pump energy is higher or lower than the one where
the reflection is measured [95]. The simple argument against a modulation
mechanism dominated by carrier density effects like phase space filling is that
a modulation of the reflectance would depend on the carrier distribution and
thus a differential spectrum should be visible in a small energy range only. As
a rule of thumb, the PR spectrum should be finite in approximately the same
energy range where the luminescence spectrum is finite [90, 91].
To keep numerics feasible, only the QW-region of the structure enters the
model. Fields caused by the carrier distributions in this active region are taken
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Figure 5.10: Comparison of computed spectra for the same structure and
physical conditions as in figure 5.9. The PR spectrum (dashed) is calculated
from the reflection coefficients of the modulated and the unmodulated semi-
conductor, Rx (solid) and R0 (dotted) respectively. The real part of the optical
susceptibility, Re[χx] (solid) and Re[χ0] (dotted) governs the form of Rx and
R0. The Re[χx], Re[χ0], Rx, and R0 curves are displaced vertically for clarity.
directly into account by solving Poisson’s equation for the quasi-equilibrium
carrier distribution. The possibility of fields induced by external charges is also
studied by assuming various constant fields across the active region. However,
contrary to the normally adopted view, it is found that the signals are dom-
inated by the variation of the carrier density and the resulting changes in
screening, phase space filling, and bandgap renormalization rather than by the
variation of fields. This is true for the complete energy range investigated
and is not restricted to the energy range in which the states are significantly
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occupied by carriers, e.g., where the Fermi distribution is finite. The reason
is that scattering terms and the real part of the optical susceptibility have
substantial contributions from microscopical transition amplitudes of a large
energy range. Varying the external field and keeping the carrier density in the
active region constant results in completely different looking spectra.
Figure 5.9 shows the result of calculated and measured PR spectra for a
structure consisting of 9.4nm wide In0.23Ga0.77As
V QW between 35nm wide
GaN0.0043As0.9957 layers. Even though the calculation does not include any line
fitting, good agreement between theory and experiment can be observed, with
the calculated spectra reproducing all the main features seen in the measure-
ments. The dashed line shows the calculated absorption spectrum. The PR
resonances are generally about 4meV below the absorption resonances. The
shift is due to the detailed shape of the reflection spectra and the broadening
of the features in the spectrum when the carrier density is increased, compare
figure 5.10. There is no shift of the single particle energies, i.e. the band
structure, due to modulation. The dashed vertical lines in figure 5.9 show
the position of the absorption peaks in the PR spectrum. The lowest three
resonances of the PR are due to type I transitions in the InGaAs QWs, e1-
hh1, e1-hh3, and e2-hh2, respectively. The solid vertical line marks the lowest
type I transition energy of the GaNAs barrier.
From figure 5.10 it can be seen that the real part of χ dominates the
reflection coefficient. The increased carrier concentration in the modulated
case causes a broadening of Re[χx] and subsequently of Rx. This broadening
and the detailed shape of R0 cause the shape of the PR resonances.
5.3.4 Type I-Type II Transition in the PR Spectra
Figure 5.11 shows a comparison of calculated and measured PR spectra for all
four samples investigated here. The microscopic theory reproduces the main
features of all four experiments. The fact that some transitions are less pro-
nounced in the experiment is attributed to sample inhomogeneities within the
1mm diameter spot of the probe light. Using the theory, the different spectro-
scopic features can be assigned to specific transitions. Varying the N content
changes the electron confinement, i.e., whereas the lowest transition is type I at
a N content of 0.43%, the oscillator strength for x = 0.87% is clearly reduced.
This is true even though the energy gap of the InGaAs is still well below the gap
VIn this thesis the lengths and the chemical composition used in the calculation are
given. In reference [87,96] the values obtained from x-ray diffraction measurement are used
to conform to an earlier experimental work [88]. The difference is within the experimental
uncertainty in the X-ray diffraction spectroscopy.
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Figure 5.11: Calculated (solid) and measured (dashed) PR spectra for the
four samples with a N content of x=0.43%, 0.87%, 1.16%, and 1.88%. The
spectra are vertically displaced for clarity. The temperature is 300 K. (After
reference [87])
of the GaNAs barrier as can be seen from figure 5.12 b. The changing charac-
ter of the transition occurs because the conduction band confinement decreases
more strongly with growing N content than the valence band confinement. For
the x = 1.16% sample the experimental PR shows only the GaN0.0116As0.9884
transition, whereas the In0.23Ga0.77As transition is not visible although the gap
energy of In0.23Ga0.77As is below that of GaN0.0116As0.9884. The confinement
potentials are plotted in figure 5.12 a. In the x = 1.16% sample the conduc-
tion band is practically flat for higher temperatures and shows a slight type II
confinement (6meV) at 40K due to the slightly different temperature depen-
dence of the band gaps of InGaAs and GaNAs. Going to x = 1.88%, the band
alignment becomes clearly type II.
In the next step, the lowest optical transition of the x = 1.16% sample
is made visible by comparing PR and PL spectra at 150K. Figure 5.13a con-
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Figure 5.12: a) Band alignment for the nitrogen contents x=0.87%, 1.16% and
1.88%. b) Bulk band gap energies for InGa0.23As0.77 and GaNxAs1−x. In both
figures the temperature 150K is used.
tains the experimental PR and PL spectra at 150K, and in figure 5.13b the
corresponding computed spectra are shown. Note that the calculations do not
include the disorder-induced Stokes shift of the PL. Experimentally the Stokes
shift is given by the energetic separation of PL and absorption peak, here the
interesting number is the difference between experimental PL and theoretical
band-to-band PL. For a normal type I transition and without Stokes shift, the
PL and absorption peak occur at the same energy. Increased incorporation
of N potentially increases the disorder, e.g., due to cluster formation during
the metastable growth or the annealing. In a GaInNAs/GaNAs type I QW
structure with a N content of 1%, careful analysis provides a typical Stokes
shift of 12meV at 150K, [97]. This value agrees with the shift found here in
the x=0.43%, 0.87% samples which should be dominated by the InGaAs QW
quality though. For type I structures it is possible to relate inhomogeneous
broadening and the disorder-induced Stokes shift [98]. Assuming that this
relation still holds if one uses the inhomogeneous broadening found from the
higher energetic type I resonancesVI for samples where the lowest resonance
is type II one can infer the Stokes shift for the 1.16%-N-sample to be of the
VIThe temperature of 150K is higher than the range where the PL peak energy might
show an S-shape dependency on temperature [97, 99]. Therefore, a normal behavior of
inhomogeneous broadening and disorder induced Stokes shift can be expected. However,
usually the inhomogeneous broadening is associated with the quality of only one layer.
Also, the role of the varying dipole strengths is not known.
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Figure 5.13: a) Measurements and b) calculations of PR (solid) and photo-
luminescence (PL) spectra (dashed) for the three samples with N contents
x=0.43%, 0.87%, and 1.16% (from bottom to top). The spectra have been dis-
placed vertically for clarity. The temperature is 150 K. (After reference [87])
order of 17±5meV. The inomogeneous FWHM broadenings of the x=0.43%,
0.87%, and 1.16% samples are in this order 6.7meV, 10.9meV, and 16.7meV.
The comparison of the energetic positions of the lowest PL and PR peaks
of the 1.16% sample yields a shift of about 70 meV, which is much larger
than the expected Stokes shift and agrees with the theoretical value. Since
the lowest band to band transition is not direct for this sample, the transition
dipole strength and thus the PR resonance vanishes. On the other hand, the
carrier occupation in the lowest bands is high enough to yield a PL peak.
This identifies the extra shift of about 60meV on top of the Stokes shift as
the energy difference between the lowest direct and indirect transitions. Even
though in this analysis one has to be careful because of the disorder-induced
Stokes shift, it is obvious that the shift due to the type I-type II transition is
considerably larger and can thus be well distinguished.
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Experimental results from other investigations on heterostructures made of
related material systems suggest a type I band offset for GaNAs/GaAs for ni-
trogen concentrations up to 2.8% [100] from a) comparable radiative decay time
of the GaNAs-related emission measured in bulk GaNAs and GaNAs/GaAs
QWs, b) polarization of the GaNAs-related luminescence; c) optically detected
cyclotron resonance (measurement of effective mass of free electrons). These
experiments were performed at 4K and below. The results agree with our
own results obtained by comparing measured and calculated PR spectra at
300K for GaNAs/GaAs QWs (appendix C) and the investigation presented
in this chapter. For an asymmetric InGaAs/GaNAs heterostructure with a
very narrow 1.7nm wide InGaAs well, high indium concentration of 45% and a
30nm wide GaNAs layer with a nitrogen content of 2% a type II alignment is
inferred from the appearance of a double peak in the PL spectrum measured
below 20K [101]. Our own analysis shows, that for the nominal parameters
given in [101] the alleged type II structure is actually a type I structure con-
sidering the confinement potential, however, the InGaAs well is so narrow that
the occupation probability in the GaNAs layer is much larger than in the In-
GaAs for the electrons. In this case, the electronic states are not sensitive
probes of the confinement potential.
5.3.5 Type I-Type II Transition in Radiative Decay
A confirmation of the type I-type II transition is sought four by measuring
the radiative decay time. The decrease in dipole strength when the character
of the optical transition changes from type I to type II manifests itself in a
reduction of the dipole strength and consecutively in a slower luminescence
decay. The microscopic calculation of PL properly takes into account, that
various subbands with different transition matrix elements contribute to the
PL especially in the case of type II samples.
As discussed in chapter 4.2.4, in general there are also other loss mecha-
nisms present. To ensure that the radiative decay dominates, the experiments
are conducted at moderate temperature and medium high excitation intensity.
Additionally, the PL peak versus lattice temperature T was measured. An
S-shaped PL peak energy versus temperature curve in the temperature range
0-200K would indicate an excitation regime where localized states dominate
the PL [97,99]. However, such an S-shape was not found for the excitation in-
tensities presented here. Instead the measured temperature dependence closely
resembles the temperature dependence of the lowest band to band transition
energy.
The starting point for the modeling is the reasoned assumption that the
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relaxation of the carriers towards a Fermi-Dirac distribution is fast, i.e. on
picosecond timescale [39–41], compared to the radiative decay (nanosecond
timescale, turn over to figure 5.14). For the current investigation this ensures
that the luminescence spectra are in quasi-steady state at any time after the
excitation. The steady-state luminescence spectra Sq(ρ) for a fixed carrier den-
sity ρ is computed by solving the semiconductor luminescence equations. Sub-
sequently, the spectrally integrated spontaneous emission Ipl(ρ) =
∑
σ,q Sσ,q(ρ)
is obtained by integrating over all spatial directions and taking different polar-
ization modes into account. Performing these calculations for various carrier
densities, the procedure provides a representative set of data for the depen-
dence of Ipl on the carrier density ρ. With this data set the equation for
radiative decay, compare equation (2.38),
d
dt
ρ = −Ipl(ρ), (5.4)
is integrated numerically which results into ρ(t) and, by backsubstitution, into
Ipl(t). The comparison of theory and experiment for the time-dependent lu-
minescence at 40 K is shown in figure 5.14 for the samples with x=0.87%,
1.16%, and 1.88%. The excitation intensity is 74 W/cm2. The decay of lumi-
nescence is clearly non-exponential and experiment and theory agree well for
all nitrogen concentrations investigated here.
For the computation of Ipl it is assumed that both propagating as well as
guided modes contribute, i.e., for the summation over light modes∑
q
[. . .] ≈ (nbS
2π
)3
∫
dΩ dq q2[. . .], (5.5)
is used in
∂
∂t
ρ = − 1
A
∑
σ,q
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉, (5.6)
see equations (2.34) and (2.38). Here, nb denotes the background refractive
index, S the quantization length of the light modes and A the quantum well
area. This leads to
∂
∂t
ρ = − 1
A
(nbS)3
4π2
∑
σ
∫
d cos[θ]
∫
dωq
c
ω2q
c2
[
∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉
]
, (5.7)
where finally
∑
σ
∫
d cos[θ][. . .] results in a factor of 4/3 for the transverse elec-
tric and 2/3 for the transverse magnetic polarization direction, compare also
figures 3.4 and 3.7, and ∂
∂t
∆〈b†σqbσq〉 is evaluated at q = 0 only. Accordingly,
an average light mode strength at the quantum well of |uQWσ,q | = 1/(nbS
3
2 ) is
used in equation (2.3) and (A.6).
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Figure 5.14: Comparison between calculated (solid line) and measured (dotted
line) time-dependent PL. The excitation density in the experiment is 74W/cm2
and the temperature is 40 K. At the time of excitation, the carrier densities
in the numerical evaluations are ρ = 4.4× 1010/cm2 for x = 0.87%, ρ = 2.0×
1011/cm2 for x = 1.16%, and ρ = 1.7× 1012/cm2 for x = 1.88%, respectively.
(After reference [96])
The carrier densities used for the calculations of figure 5.14 were obtained
by adjusting the theoretical initial PL intensity to the experimental one. It
should be noted that the carrier densities increase strongly with increasing ni-
trogen concentration due to appreciable carrier pile-up as soon as the PL decay
time becomes comparable to the 12.5ns time interval between two laser pulses.
This carrier pile-up also explains the finding that there is no dramatic decrease
of the PL intensity for a transition from type I to type II. The comparison of
experiment and theory gives final evidence for the type I to type II transition
in Ga0.77In0.23As/GaNxAs1−x heterostructure samples.
The spectrally integrated luminescence Ipl at 40 K used for the calculation
of the curves in figure 5.14 is presented in figure 5.15 as a function of the carrier
density ρ for all four samples. The dots indicate the microscopically calculated
values, the lines in between are interpolations. Combining equations. (5.4) and
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Figure 5.15: Calculated spectrally integrated luminescence Ipl(ρ) as function
of the carrier density ρ. The temperature is 40 K. Dots mark the calculated
values, the lines are interpolated.
(5.9) yields
dIpl
dt
= −dIpl
dρ
Ipl = −1
τ
Ipl, (5.8)
where τ is the density-dependent decay constant. The different behavior of
Ipl(ρ) at low and high carrier density and the consequences are discussed below.
The investigation of the type I to type II transition in GaNAs/InGaAs is closed
with calculating the decay times for the different samples. They are shown in
figure 5.16. τ is much shorter for a clear type I (x = 0.43%) transition than for
a clear type II (x = 1.88%) transition. However, the transition between type I
and type II is quite smooth, as can be seen in the inset of figure 5.16 where
τ(ρ = 109cm−2) is plotted versus the nitrogen concentration. The reason for
this smooth variation is that the wave functions penetrate considerably into
the barriers when the confinement is rather weak in particular for the samples
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with intermediate nitrogen concentrations of 0.87% and 1.16% which are close
to the transition from type I to type II.
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Figure 5.16: Calculated dephasing time τ as function of the carrier density ρ
(see text for an explanation). The inset shows τ -values at a carrier density of
109cm−2 plotted versus nitrogen concentration.
Alternatively it is possible to define decay times directly from figure 5.14,
i.e., the time interval τr that Ipl needs to decay from its initial value to a
fraction of 1/e. These values comprise an average of τ(ρ). The results are
listed in table 5.2 together with τ(ρ(t = 0)) as given by figure 5.16 and ρ at
time t = 0.
x 0.87% 1.16% 1.88%
τr [ns] 0.559 2.768 7.348
ρ [cm-2] 2.66×109 1.19×1010 1.06×1011
τ(ρ) [ns] 0.431 2.085 5.241
Table 5.2: Decay times for (Ga0.77In0.23)As/Ga(NxAs1−x) for an excitation
density of 74W/cm2 and temperature of 40 K. The carrier densities right after
the excitation pulse are also listed.
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5.3.6 Dependence of Luminescence on carrier density
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Figure 5.17: Deviation of a hypothetical Boltzmann carrier distribution
(dashed and dotted lines) from a Fermi distribution (solid and dash-dotted
lines). Both distributions yield the same total carrier density. The occupation
numbers for the lowest conduction and valence band are shown as derived from
a multiband calculation. The structure is the GaN0.0043As0.9957/In0.23Ga0.77As
sample at 40K. The Boltzmann distribution for the electrons for a density of
1011cm−2 clearly violates the Pauli-principle. The deviation of the rate equa-
tion (5.9) from the real luminescence at higher carrier densities as shown in
figure 5.15 is caused by the failure of the Boltzmann distribution to resemble
the Fermi distribution.
The spectrally integrated luminescence Ipl in figure 5.15 and the associated
decay times in figure 5.16 behave differently at low and high carrier densities.
At low carrier densities, all samples show a power law dependence,
Ipl(ρ) = β
−1A−1 (Aρ)α , (5.9)
where the area A = 1cm2 accounts for the proper units. An exponent of
α ≈ 1.95 results from the calculation. If one does not have a quantum mechani-
cal modeling for the spontaneous emission at hand, one conventionally [68,102]
assumes α = 2 based on the f efh source term in the semiconductor lumines-
cence equations 2.40. It can be shown, that for a QW with parabolic bands
the carrier occupation numbers are proportional to the total carrier density ρ
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as long as the carrier distributions closely resemble Boltzmann distributions.
In that case, the source term ∝ f efh scales as ρ2. The calculations presented
here do not suffice to deduce a general trend or value for α. Whether or not
the exact value of α influences the accuracy of experimental results depends
on the variation range of the density and the other errors.
For type I structures, increasing the carrier density increases the occupation
probability of the states until the states at low electron momentum become
significantly filled up and the quasi-equilibrium Fermi distribution begins to
deviate noticeably from the Boltzmann distribution, see figure 5.17. At this
point the Ipl(ρ)-curve begins to bend which becomes even stronger when the
Pauli-principle prevents the further filling of the lowest states. The next higher
transitions with appreciable dipole strength still suffer from from the fact that
the respective upper and lower states do not contain enough carriers as to
provide a significant contribution to the luminescence. VII and the higher k‖
states do not contribute as strong to luminescence as the states at the band
minimum.
As can be seen for the x = 0.43% sample in figure 5.16, the roll over in
the spectrally integrated luminescence leads to an sign inversion for the slope
of the carrier density dependent decay time. The condition for the extremal
point is
d(ln[Ipl])
d(ln[ρ])
(d(ln[Ipl])
d(ln[ρ])
− 1
)
+
d2(ln[Ipl])
d(ln[ρ])2
= 0. (5.10)
The type II structures provide more states for the electrons close to the
bandminimum due to the larger width of the GaNAs layers compared to the
InGaAs layer. The conduction band electron occupation probability at the
band minimum is 41% in the x=1.88% structure if the total carrier density
is 1011cm−2. The occupation probability increases in the other structures to
(43%, 57%, 66%) for x = (1.16%, 0.87%, 0.43%) respectively. The correspond-
ing hole occupation probability is 47% for all samples. This shifts the tilt to
higher carrier densities. More important for the pronounced type II structure
with nitrogen content of 1.88% is the fact, that the saturation of the carrier
occupation is overcompensated by the carrier-density-induced increase of the
dipole matrix element, compare figure 5.18, which leads to an even steeper
Ipl(ρ)-curve. The case of weak type II confinement forms the intermediate
VIIThe next higher conduction subbands are 52meV and 60meV away in the x = 0.43%
structure and 6meV and 8meV in case for the x = 0.87%. The next valence subbands are
separated about 20meV and 52meV in both samples. The energies have to be compared to
the thermal energy 40K ∗ kB = 3.4meV.
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Figure 5.18: Dipole matrix elements at electron momentum k‖ = 0 for the
lowest transition in the GaNAs/InGaAs structures. Going to higher carrier
densities the dipole strength increases due to the increased electron-hole over-
lap induced by the Coulomb attraction.
case where the slope of Ipl(ρ) remains without much change to higher carrier
densities than in the type I case.
This tells, that one has to be cautious with the use of the phenomenological
formula (4.2) for the total loss current Jtot = Aρ + Bρ
2 + Cρ3 [68, 102] in
semiconductor heterostructures. This formula is intended to include in a simple
way monomolecular (∝ A), radiative(∝ B), and Auger (∝ C) recombination.
Unfortunately this relation is often applied to infer the losses under lasing
conditions from the weaker excitation range.
5.3.7 Conclusion
Photoreflectance, steady state photoluminescence, and radiative decay spectra
for four GaNxAs1−x/InGaAs samples with x in the range from 0.43% to 1.88%
and indium content of about 23% are computed and compared to experimental
results. Theory and experiment agree well for all optical spectra presented
here. The agreement is not intentionally brought about, e.g., by the use of
individual line fits. The reason is rather the use of the correct band structure
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calculated on the basis of the x-ray diffraction characterization followed by the
application of the proper microscopic theory.
Thus every different theory-experiment comparison supplies independent
and consistent evidence that the samples with 0.43% and 0.87% nitrogen are
type I and that the sample with 1.88% nitrogen is clearly type II. The structure
with 1.16% nitrogen shows an intermediate case with a flat conduction band at
higher temperature and a slight type II alignment at lower temperature due to
the temperature dependence of the gap energies. This gives additional proof
for the band structure parameters extracted from other theory to experiment
comparisons, see appendix C. In particular, the valence band offset for GaNAs
is determined.
Both the addition of N or In to GaAs reduces the band gap, however the
shift of the conduction band edge is stronger in GaNAs. Correspondingly the
valence band edge is shifted less in GaNAs compared to the situation in In-
GaAs. Thus holes will be weaker confined in a GaNAs/GaAs QW compared to
an InGaAs/GaAs well of the same width and fundamental bandgap. From the
technological point of view GaNAs/GaAs structures will probably not provide
sufficient hole confinement to fabricate a laser. But if GaNAs is used as barrier
material for GaInNAs active layers it confines the holes well in the GaInNAs.
As a ”side effect” two further findings came about within the band align-
ment investigation:
A microscopic calculation of the photoreflectance is presented. In contrast
to usual lineshape models, the microscopic calculation has predictive character.
Contrary to the conventional view, it is found that the modulated quantity that
effectively causes the differential reflectance in the investigated energy range
is the carrier density in the active region.
The spectrally integrated luminescence and correspondingly the radiative
decay constant show a different behavior for either type I or type II situations
at high excitation intensity. For low to medium carrier densities, the radiative
decay time decreases for increasing carrier density according to a simple power
law. Going to higher carrier densities in the type I case leads to the saturation
of the carrier occupation in the low energy states which in turn leads to a
saturation of the spectrally integrated luminescence. The saturation of the
luminescence causes the radiative decay time to eventually increase again when
the carrier density is further increased. For strong type II structures this
saturation effect is overruled by the carrier density induced increase of the
transition strength.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
In the ”theory” part of this work a k · p band structure calculation and the
fully quantized description of the light matter interaction are combined to the
multiband semiconductor luminescence equations. They are a generalization
of the two band model presented in [1]. The equations are solved on a level
that corresponds to the multiband semiconductor Bloch equations [2] in second
Born-Markov approximation, which are used in this thesis to calculate spectra
derived from the optical susceptibility.
Additionally to the two-band case, the multiband formulation includes the
correlations between different sub- or minibands of semiconductor heterostruc-
tures. The quantization of the light field leads to a general description of
luminescence applicable to any carrier density and to both quasi-equilibrium
and nonequilibrium distributions. The multiband semiconductor luminescence
equations can also be enhanced to describe the dynamical temporal evolution
of luminescence, e.g., in connection with exciton formation.
First applications of the multiband semiconductor luminescence equations
are presented in chapter 3. The multiband model is necessary, e.g., when
the correct dependence between carrier density and luminescence is needed.
It is also inevitable in cases where the source strength, which is determined
by carrier occupation probability and the effective dipole strength, becomes
comparable for the lowest and for higher transitions. With the help of the
multiband semiconductor luminescence equations it is possible to compute the
luminescence for a specific structure exactly if the structure’s composition and
the inhomogeneous broadening are known. This is demonstrated in various
theory to experiment comparisons throughout this work. The agreement is
comparable to the one found for gain or absorption spectra calculated with
the multiband semiconductor Bloch equations in second Born Markov approx-
imation. For this reason, it is possible to predict spectra that are not directly
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measurable. As an exampleI , it is possible to predict the gain of a laser af-
ter extracting the actual transition energy and the inhomogeneous broadening
from a theory to experiment comparison of luminescence.
In chapter 4 the microscopic theory is used for a systematic study of the
properties of GaInNAs that are decisive for lasing in the range from 1.3µm to
1.55µm. While the crystal growth in this wavelength range still faces serious
challenges to improve the optical quality, this study hopefully helps to make
the work on GaInNAs QWs methodical and successful. The calculated results
show, that at 1.55µm the upper limit for gain from GaInNAs QWs is about
20% lower than at 1.3µm, which is caused by the general dependency of gain
on wavelength and by band structure effects. However, in the lower gain
range up to a value of about 1000cm−1, crucial quantities like threshold carrier
density and differential gain are very similar for the shorter and the longer
wavelength samples. Losses from spontaneous emission even decrease when
going to longer wavelength. The optimal peak gain where the pump current
is most efficiently turned into light amplification in the presence of inevitable
losses, is between 1000cm−1 and 2000cm−1. At 1000cm−1, the gain spectra also
shift the least to red or blue with changing maximum gain. Additonally, the
linewidth enhancement factor has a minimum around a peak gain of 1000cm−1.
Auger scattering seems to play an increasingly important role for the carrier
loss, especially for the 1.55µm samples. A detailed microscopic calculation
should finally clarify this in the future.
Chapter 5 deals with a special configuration of heterostructure layers, the
type II structures. The characteristic feature of type II structures is, that they
confine electrons and holes in spatially separated layers, which leads to a dipole
strength depending on carrier density. For GaSbAs/InGaAs/GaAs structures
it is shown, that this effect is beneficial for the linewidth enhancement fac-
tor. Since other properties relevant for lasing have been predicted to be also
favorably influenced by the type II alignment, this could make this material
combination yet another GaAs based alternative for lasing up to a wavelength
of 1.3µm.
For Ga1−xNxAs/In0.23Ga0.77As/GaAs, a transition from a type I to a type II
alignment is shown to occur with increasing nitrogen content. This is proved
by the comparison of various theoretical and experimental spectra. The theory
successfully yields an overall match of the computed and measured photomod-
ulated reflectance and steady state luminescence spectra, and the radiative
decay of carriers. This is remarkable, since the k · p band structure parame-
ters, the structure characterization (layer widths, chemical compositions and
inhomogeneous broadening) and the temperatures are all known and fixed for
IThis example was first suggested by [4].
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the calculations, they do not leave any margin for an individual line fitting.
The multiband equations themselves do not contain any free parameters. This
implies, that the combination of detailed band structure and microscopic equa-
tions at the presented level inevitably leads to the correct spectra for structures
and physical conditions similar to the ones considered here.
The band structure parameters of GaNAs, especially the band align-
ment are refined within this investigation, in the first instance by the-
ory to experiment comparisons of photomodulated reflectance spectra for
Ga1−xNxAs/GaAs structures. The parameters are confirmed by the good
overall reproduction of the experimental spectra investigated for the type I
to type II transition.
To my knowledge, this thesis shows the first photoreflectance spectra de-
termined with a microscopic theory for the light-matter interaction. So far
only qualitative or fit formulas existed. The agreement of the computed spec-
tra with the experiments implies for the samples investigated here, that the
decisive modulation occurs to the carrier density in the active layer which acts
on the material reflectivity by phase space filling, screening, and the Coulomb
and scattering contributions. Fields inside the structure which are caused by
charges outside the active layer can be ruled out since they lead to totally
different computed spectra. This is in contrast to the conventional perception
based on simpler theories.
Chapter 4 and in more detail chapter 5 contains a review of the often used
rate equation where the spontaneous emission current is given by the product of
a rate and the square of the carrier density. Especially in experimental works,
researchers try to fit a constant rate B in the regime of low carrier density
and use it to extrapolate the spontaneous emission in the high density regime.
However, it is shown here, that in cases where the carrier distribution deviates
significantly from a Boltzmann distribution, i.e., for a Fermi distribution at
elevated carrier density, the B begins to decrease significantly. In structures
with a dipole matrix element that increases with carrier density, as is the case
in type II structures, one has two effects acting on the spontaneous emission
strength in the opposite way. The increase of the dipole strength can even lead
to an increase of B with rising carrier density.
This thesis work is another step towards a more complete modeling of
semiconductor nanolayers. Promising tasks for the future are the modeling
of the dynamical evolution of the multiband luminescence under inclusion of
the carrier dynamics and the understanding of the influence of nonequilibrium
carrier distributions. Another interesting point is the inclusion of microcavities
and a modeling of the onset of gain. In laser operation, an interesting aspect
is the role of fluctuations and noise. In general, any progress that is made on
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the systematic modeling and inclusion of further effects helps to extract more
physical information from the same experiments by comparison to theory and
makes the possibilities of computer aided design more powerful.
Appendix A
Dipole Matrix Elements of the
Multiband Hamiltonian
The general Hamiltonian describing light, matter, and the light matter in-
teraction is expanded into light modes, electronic eigenfunctions and phonon
modes for two reasons: to gain insight in the main physical mechanisms and
to facilitate the (numerical) solution. Spatial vectors are decomposed into a
component pointing in heterostructure growth direction r⊥ and a component
parallel to the layers r‖. The extension of the semiconductor parallel to its
layers is assumed to be infinite.
As outlined in chapter 2, the light field can be expanded into the modes
Uqσ(r) = uσq(r⊥)S−1eiq‖·r‖, (A.1)
which satisfy the wave equation 2.2 for the dielectric semiconductor sample
surrounded by vacuum. The modes are specified by the wave vector q and the
polarization index σ, S is the quantization length in r‖-direction. The modes
are orthonormal with respect to∫
d3r n2(r⊥)U
∗
q′σ′(r)Uqσ(r) = δqq′δσσ′ . (A.2)
The electronic states formed by the semiconductor heterostructure struc-
ture are the quantum well states
φQWνk‖ (r) = L−1eik‖r
∑
n
ξνk‖,n,R⊥wn,k0R⊥(r), (A.3)
where ν is the subband index and k‖ denotes the electron crystal momentum.
The wn,k0R⊥(r) are the bulk Bloch functions from band n at the center of
the Brillouin zone k0 = 0 and at a lattice site characterized by R⊥. The
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ξνk‖,n,R⊥(r) are the expansion coefficients for the expansion of the QW states
into the Bloch states. Within the envelope approximation [12–14] it is assumed
that ξ varies slowly in r⊥-direction compared to the spatial variation of the
Bloch functions, this is expressed by defining ξ on scale of the lattice points in
growth direction R⊥.
For the expansion of the dipole interaction of light and electrons, the gen-
eralized dipole matrix element Qσq,k‖,νn is needed
Qσq,k‖,νn =
∫
d3r φQW∗νk‖ (r)erφ
QW
nk′‖
(r) ·Uqσ(r)
=
∫
d3r
∑
i,j
L−1e−ik‖rξ∗νk‖,i(R⊥)w∗iR⊥(r)er
×L−1eik′‖rξnk′
‖
,j(R⊥)wjR⊥(r) · uσq(r⊥)eiq‖·r‖
≈
∑
i,j,R
L−2e−iR(k‖−k′‖−q‖)ξ∗νk‖,i(R⊥)ξnk′‖,j(R⊥)uσq(R⊥) ·
×
∫
d3ρ e−iρ(k‖−k
′
‖
−q‖)w∗iR⊥(ρ)e(R+ ρ)wjR⊥(ρ) (A.4)
≈ δ(k‖ − k′‖ − q‖)uQWσq ·
∑
i,j,R⊥
ξ∗νk‖,i(R⊥)ξnk′‖,j(R⊥)
× 1
A˜
∫
d3ρ w∗iR⊥(ρ)eρwjR⊥(ρ) (A.5)
= δ(k‖ − k′‖ − q‖)uQWσq ·
∑
i,j,R⊥
ξ∗νk‖,i(R⊥)ξnk‖−q‖,j(R⊥)dijR⊥
= δ(k‖ − k′‖ − q‖)uQWσq · dνnk‖,q‖ . (A.6)
To obtain A.4, the integral is split into the integral over a single unit cell∫
d3ρ and the sum over all lattice sites
∑
R. For the confinement direction,
it is assumed, that both the light mode and the confinement function ξ vary
slowly over the distance of a lattice constant and can be taken out of the
integral over the unit cell. Dipole matrix elements originating from the term
proportional to R in the unit cell integral are neglected because this results
in weak transitions within the same band type. The sum over the lattice sites
in the in-plane directions R‖ then provides the momentum conserving delta-
function. The form A.5 is obtained by assuming that the spatial variation of
the light mode on the length scale of the confinement wave function is small.
In practice, dνnk‖,q‖ is replaced by dνnk‖ since q‖ is small compared to k‖ and
leads to an only weak variation.
Appendix B
The Linewidth Enhancement
Factor
The linewidth-enhancement factor (LWEF) which is also referred to as the
antiguiding factor is an important characteristics for laser materials [103,104].
This factor gives the change of the refractive index with change of carrier
density compared to the associated change of gain,
LWEF = −K
nb
∂ δn/∂ρ
∂g/∂ρ
=
∂Re[χ]/∂ρ
∂Im[χ]/∂ρ
. (B.1)
K is the wavenumber in the medium, nb the background refractive index, δn
is the change of the refractive index, ρ the total carrier density, g is the gain,
and χ is the optical susceptibility.
The optical properties calculated in this work using, e.g., the semiconductor
Bloch equations are local quantities, i.e., χ and thus the LWEF are determined
on a scale large compared to the atomic size but small compared to the spatial
variation of the optical field. That way χ is the local material response to a
light field and can be used, e.g., in simulations of the modal behavior of arbi-
trary waveguide structures. Fluctuating field intensities stimulate fluctuating
carrier densities which in turn lead to a fluctuating optical susceptibility. This
broadens the laser linewidth
∆ν = (1 + (LWEF)2)∆νsp. (B.2)
In this formula ∆νsp describes the linewidth caused by spontaneous emission.
In areas with positive LWEF the light field is diffracted from higher carrier
density areas into lower carrier density areas. This effect is self-energizing and
results into a filamentation of the light beam. If VCSELs are used for optical
fiber communication, a non zero alpha gives rise to a frequency chirp in a
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modulated laser output. It is clear that LWEF = 0 at the gain maximum is
desirable but normally LWEF ≈ 2 is found in semiconductor lasers.
Appendix C
Bandstructure Parameters for
GaNAs
For GaNAs the band structure parameters were not very well established prior
to this thesis. In particular, important are parameters that determine the
band gap and the band alignment. The band anticrossing between the N-level
and the conduction bands is included into the 10-band k · p band structure
calculation. Thus the energies needed as input are the band gaps before the
anticrossing. Also needed is the coupling parameter VMN between N-level and
conduction band. The lattice constant for GaNAs is linearly interpolated from
the binaries GaN and GaAs. Following the recommendation of references [49,
50], GaAs values are used for other material constants like the three Luttinger
parameters.
The conduction band edge E0GaNAs, the N-level E0N and VMN are deter-
mined by comparison of a simple bulk anticrossing model with experimental
PR data of 8 GaNxAs1−x bulk samples grown on GaAs at 300 K with x in the
range between 0.043% and 2.8%. The experimental data is published in [105].
The fit was finetuned by a theory-experiment comparison of the PR spec-
tra at 300K for 5 GaN0.018As0.982/GaAs QWs with a width of 2-25 nm and
3 GaN0.016As0.984/GaAs QWs with widths of 3-7nm, the experimental data
is partially published in [106]. Two examples are shown in figure C.1. The
PR spectra for the QWs is best reproduced by a type I alignment of GaNAs
relative to GaAs as described by the parameters below. Note that a type II
alignment can occur between GaNAs and InGaAs.
Temperature dependent data from four GaNxAs1−x/GaAs bulk samples
with T from 20 K to 300 K and x ranging from 0.21% to 1.54% are used to
fit Varshni parameters. Our nitrogen and temperature dependent energies are
then given by
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Figure C.1: Measured (dotted) and calculated (solid) photoreflectance at 300K
for GaN0.018As0.982/GaAs QWs of different width. Also shown is the calculated
absorption (dashed). For clarity, the spectra are displaced vertically.
E0GaNAs(x, T )
=
[
1.5403 + x · 1.0− 8.30 · 10−4K−1 · T
2
T + 337K
]
eV
+ςGaNAs(x), (C.1)
E0N(x, T )
=
[
1.707− x · 2.05− 3.80 · 10−4K−1 · T
2
T + 301K
]
eV
+ςGaNAs(x), (C.2)
VMN(x, T )
=
√
x
[
−2.514− 2.20 · 10−4K−1 T
2
T + 10K
]
eV, (C.3)
where x is the nitrogen fraction and T the temperature. E0GaNAs and E0N are
both referenced to the light hole band edge. GaNAs grown pseudomorphical
on GaAs is under tensile strain, the strain could in principle shift E0GaNAs
and E0N differently but this can not be experimentally distinguished from the
mere alloying effect with the experiments at hand. Thus, referencing E0GaNAs
and E0N to the same hole band edge includes all effects shifting E0GaNAs and
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E0N relative to each other. The strain-induced change of the gaps ςGaNAs(x)
is treated in the Pikus-Bir formalism [107] including hydrostatic and shear
strain.
ςGaNAs(x) = −2a1e0C11 − C12
C11
+ a2e0
C11 + 2C12
C11
. (C.4)
Again, GaAs values are used for the deformation potentials a1 = −7.1 eV and
a2 = −1.7 eV and for the elastic moduli C11 = 118.1 GPa and C12 = 53.2 GPa.
The strain e0 = (aGaAs− aGaNAs(x))/aGaAs(x) is determined by the unstrained
bulk lattice constants aGaN and aGaAs.
The valence band offset for GaNAs is given by 36% of the difference between
E0GaNAs(x, T ) and the GaAs band gap plus a linear contribution of x× (1.5±
0.5)eV. The first of the two contributions includes the strain effect on the
band alignment.
The samples for the type I type II transition in chapter 5 were character-
ized by X-ray diffraction spectroscopy. The experimental accuracy is ±1.5%
(±0.5%) for the In (N) content of the layers. The results are presented in
table C.1. Table C.1 shows also the values used in the theoretical modeling,
these are determined by the energetic positions of the signatures in the 300K
photoreflectance spectra. The samples are grown on GaAs and consist of a
triple structure of InGaAs between GaNAs, see the sketch besides table C.1.
X-ray diffraction characterization
x [%] 0.48 0.72 1.25 2.2
y [%] 22.6 23.2 23.2 23.2
width InGaAs [nm] 9.4 10.0 9.6 9.5
width GaNAs [nm] 34.7 40.6 41.9 39.4
used in modeling
x [%] 0.43 0.87 1.16 1.88
y [%] 21.1 21.9 23.2 23.2
width InGaAs [nm] 10.35 10.0 9.6 9.5
width GaNAs [nm] 34.7 40.6 41.9 39.4
GaN As
x       1−x
0.23      0.77In     Ga      As
0.23      0.77In     Ga      As
GaN As
x       1−x
GaN As
x       1−x
GaN As
x       1−x
0.23      0.77In     Ga      As
GaAs
Table C.1: The data of the GaNxAs1−x/InyGa1−y/GaAs structures used for
the investigation of the type I to type II transition with varying N-content.
The experimental uncertainty for the X-ray diffraction spectroscopy is ±1.5%
(±0.5%) for the In (N) content. To the right a sketch of the complete structures
is shown.
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